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Abstract  
Wild species related to agricultural crops make agricultural systems around the world 
more resilient. Crop wild relatives (CWR) represent the largest pool of genetic diversity 
from which to draw when new variation for desired traits is required in domesticated va-
rieties. They contribute towards the development of new crop varieties, particularly 
those adapted to predicted climate change scenarios. Although CWR are generally 
inedible, are not used for fuel or fodder, and very few have documented medicinal prop-
erties, they support global food production systems from behind the scenes. Placing an 
economic value on their contributions has had the effect of pulling CWR onto centre 
stage, and wild species are in fact beginning to garner international attention. The ques-
tion is whether or not estimating their value in terms of the development of new varieties 
adequately represents their total value, and in particular the adaptive capacity they pro-
vide to agroecosystems. What are the implications of exclusively measuring their direct 
use value? This thesis explores the space where agrobiodiversity, climate change, ad-
vanced crop breeding and economics meet in order to address this question.
Two distinct but related research questions are discussed in sequence. The first asks: to 
what extent are CWR being used today within crop improvement programs under the 
auspices Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)? The main 
findings are that CWR are being used to a greater extent today than ever before, and 
that a positive trend is likely to continue in light of both technological advancements and 
intensifying environmental pressures. Research findings are relevant to the conserva-
tion community advocating for increased investment and will help inform policy deci-
sions involving trade-offs and priority setting among conservation objectives. 
The second question arises in light on the first: what are the implications of increased 
use of CWR in breeding? Implications include increased conservation investment and 
an emerging conservation paradigm that is focused exclusively on facilitating future use 
of selected species closely related to socio-economically important crops rather than the 
breadth of diversity that exists today. This diversity is threatened with extinction by 
range of environmental and anthropogenic forces. The positive feedback between use 
and conservation will continue to the extent that required genetic variation is available. 
This thesis argues that increased use will likely not incite sufficient levels of conserva-
tion. Conservation is a reflection of the way humans value biodiversity. CWR are valued 
for their instrumental use in crop breeding but less so for the resilience they lend to 
agroecosystems, and not at all for their intrinsic value. Understanding the dynamic be-
tween valuation and conservation is useful for making projections into the future and will 
help inform course corrections at the relatively early stage of the conservation invest-
ment game. Policy recommendations stem from a greater recognition of the resilience 
value provided by the breadth of CWR diversity, agrobiodiversity more broadly defined, 
and the importance of conserving it both in situ and ex situ. The availability of genetic 
variation for agricultural crops in the long term and by extension any meaningful contri-
butions towards achieving sustained food production, depend upon it. 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Chapter I - Introduction
Wild species related to agricultural crops make agricultural systems around the world 
more resilient. Crop wild relatives (CWR) represent the largest pool of genetic diversity 
from which to draw when new variation for desired traits is required in domesticated va-
rieties. They contribute towards the development of new crop varieties, particularly 
those adapted to predicted climate change scenarios. Although CWR are generally 
inedible, are not used for fuel or fodder, and very few have documented medicinal prop-
erties, they support global food production systems from behind the scenes. Placing an 
economic value on their contributions has had the effect of pulling CWR onto centre 
stage, and wild species are in fact beginning to garner international attention. The ques-
tion is whether or not estimating their value in terms of the development of new varieties 
adequately represents their total value, and in particular the adaptive capacity they pro-
vide to agroecosystems. What are the implications of exclusively measuring their direct 
use value? This thesis explores the space where agrobiodiversity, climate change, ad-
vanced crop breeding and economics meet in order to address this question.
1.1 Contrasting perspectives on agrobiodiversity and global food security 
There is no one singular strategy for pursuing global food security - where all people, at 
all times, have physical and economic access to safe and nutritious food that meets 
their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life (World Food 
Summit 1996). The question of how best to achieve food security has been hotly debat-
ed within international fora since the mid-1970s (Clay 2002), and is increasingly linked 
to debates surrounding the impacts of climate change on agricultural systems (Field et 
al 2014). 
Food security has four pillars: access, availability, quality and stability (www.cirad.fr). 
This strategies for achieving food security discussed in this thesis are focused on the 
second pillar, availability, or sustained productive capacity. It is acknowledged here at 
the outset that the strength of the remaining three pillars are essential for the realization 
of global food security. The production pillar, no mater how strong, cannot alone support 
the structure that is our global food system. 
Narrowing-in on production, food insecurity is framed as a mismatch between the de-
mand and supply of food. As the world human population increases and diets shift to-
wards consumption of animal products, oils and other more resource intensive foods 
more pressure is placed on agricultural systems to increase production (Kastner et al 
2012). From a scientific perspective the focus is on increasing food supply through de-
veloping crop varieties with higher yields to keep pace with intensifying environmental 
pressures (Lobell et al 2008; Vincent et al 2013; Dempewolf et al 2014), and by practic-
ing ‘sustainable intensification’ (Garnett et al 2013; FAO 2014). 
From an agroecological standpoint, a lack of productive capacity results from a lack of 
adaptive capacity within agricultural systems to withstand external shocks and fluctua-
tions in markets and environmental conditions. Complex systems dynamics govern 
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agroecological systems, just as is the case with other socio-ecological systems (Tittonell 
2014). Agrobiodiversity and diverse livelihood strategies allow smallholder farmers to 
adapt to these changes and maintain an equilibrium state and maintain food production 
(ibid). From this standpoint the availability pillar of food security is best pursued by en-
hancing agrobiodiversity and the resilience of small-scale farming systems (de Schutter 
2010). Industrial agriculture, characterized by the production of monocultures, introduc-
tion of modern varieties and the displacement of traditional farming systems and the 
loss of agrobiodiversity, is framed as part of the problem rather than the solution (Altieri 
et al 2012). 
These two seemingly contrasting paradigms share an understanding that human well-
being is intimately tied to the health of natural ecosystems and biodiversity. The dual ob-
jectives of attaining sustained food production and environmental sustainability are 
found in policy documents borne from within both paradigms (see FAO 2014 and Altieri 
et al 2012 for examples). There is a shared understanding that the type of intensification 
that was promoted during the Green Revolution is no longer appropriate, nor is it feasi-
ble (ibid). The ongoing and lively debate between these schools centres on whether to 
pursue an agenda of sustainable intensification or one based on the principles of agroe-
cology; the former emphasizing the role of science and technology in maintaining pro-
duction, the latter focusing on the social, political, economic and ecological dimensions 
of complex food systems. 
Agrobiodiversity sits at the crux of this debate - integral to achieving the dual objectives 
from both perspectives. It represents the genetic variation required to improve crop va-
rieties and develop new cultivars adapted to conditions under predicted climate change 
scenarios, at the same time representing the adaptive capacity required to maintain the 
resilience of complex agroecosystems. The result of this rather unique ideological con-
vergence is an immense degree of international attention being placed on agrobiodiver-
sity, and growing recognition of the imperative of its conservation. 
These paradigms manifest differently in practice, however. Policies related to the sus-
tainable use and conservation of agrobiodiversity continue fall along ideological lines 
with regards to roles of the public and private sectors in research and development, and 
scientific verses traditional modes of innovation and adaptation. Agroecologists recog-
nize the value of the full breadth of diversity that exists within agroecosystems, including 
both wild and domesticated species and the diversity of traditional farming systems 
themselves, while crop scientists and breeders narrow-in on a relatively small subset of 
diversity highlighted for its more immediate potential for the development of new crop 
varieties. This thesis explores the ongoing pursuit of sustained food production capacity 
through the use and conservation of CWR and reflects upon how these contrasting par-
adigms and playing-out on the ground. 
1.2 The role of CWR in achieving global food security 
A major constraint to the sustainability of agriculture in an era of climate change is an 
insufficiency of genetic variation within crop gene pools for traits of interest (Dempewolf 
et al 2014). Tanksley and McCouch (1997) describe the ‘domestication bottleneck’ 
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process whereby recurrent selection eliminates genetic variation in crop gene pools and 
leaves modern crops with less diversity to draw from than their ancestors had. More 
variation is required to overcome extreme conditions and help crops adapt to the shift-
ing spatial boundaries within which they can survive. 
The genetic bottleneck process is accelerated by the demand for high crop productivity 
and crop uniformity in the marketplace and is further perpetuated by the increasing ho-
mogeneity of the global food system (Khoury 2014). Over the last 50 years world diets 
have become increasingly dependent on fewer staple food crops. Rice, wheat, maize 
and potatoes now account for 60% of human caloric intake, and only about 30 crops 
make up 95% of total food and energy consumption worldwide (ibid). The narrowing of 
the genetic bases of staple crops combined with the increasing uniformity of diets 
means that less overall genetic variation is available to overcome extreme stresses and 
fluctuations in the production system. This paints a precarious picture of today’s global 
food system. 
Breeders can reverse the domestication bottleneck process by reintroducing genetic di-
versity from related species which have not undergone the same selection pressures. A 
much wider spectrum of genetic diversity can still be found in farmers’ varieties, or lan-
draces, and heirloom varieties cultivated by farmers around the world. An even wider 
spectrum can be found in more distantly related wild and weedy species. Unlike lan-
drace or heirloom varieties, CWR are not generally used or consumed directly by hu-
man populations and have thus not gone through the domestication bottleneck process. 
Figure 1 depicts how domestication narrows the genetic base of modern crop varieties 
and how CWR are accessed in order to introduce novel diversity back into crop gene 
pools. 
Figure 1 - Agrobiodiversity pyramid 
CWR host beneficial traits such as biotic stress resistances, abiotic stress tolerances 
and a variety of other unique qualities for which often no other sources remain. Dating 
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back to the beginning of the 1900s crop breeders began to recover some of the genetic 
diversity lost during the domestication process through crossing cultivated varieties with 
wild species, introducing novel genetic variation into narrowed crop gene pools 
(Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986). The use of CWR in crop improvement pro-
grams gained prominence for a wide range of crops in the 1970s and 1980s (Hoyt 
1988), and are now recognised as a significant resource which still largely remains un-
tapped. While the primary strategy for crop improvement today remains recurrent selec-
tion among elite modern varieties, scientists and breeders are increasingly looking to 
wild species as sources of novel material to widen the genetic bases of crops (Hajjar 
and Hodgkin 2007). Under predicted climate change scenarios wild species will play an 
increasingly important role in crop breeding, while at the same time CWR populations 
are threatened with extinction due to both environmental and human influences.
CWR have recently become a popular topic within international fora including the Con-
ference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). They are garnering attention for 
the vast genetic reservoir they represent, as well as for being an avenue for introducing 
novel traits into crop gene pools without the use of transgenic technologies associated 
with high regulatory costs and widespread consumer concern. From a position of being 
underutilized, undervalued and under threat (Ford-Lloyd et al 2011), CWR are becoming 
an important component of strategies for achieving food security. Efforts to conserve 
wild species have naturally ensued. 
1.3 Research contributions
This research maps out how CWR are being used within public international breeding 
programs to overcome a host of biotic and abiotic stresses threatening crop production 
systems today. The last major review of the use of CWR in crop improvement programs 
was published in 2007 (Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007). This field is advancing quickly with 
the advent of new tools and methods for identifying and transferring genes of interest 
from wild to cultivated species, along with an ever-growing imperative to access genetic 
variation from more distantly related gene pools. While various research programs and 
breeding efforts around the world recognize wild species as sources of beneficial traits 
there is little coordinated effort to communicate advancements, limitations and opportu-
nities for accessing wild genetic diversity across crop communities. This is a significant 
gap in the literature. 
Two distinct but related research questions are presented and discussed in sequence. 
The first asks: to what extent are CWR being used today within crop improvement pro-
grams under the auspices Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR)? The objective is to identify trends in the use of wild species and to make pro-
jections about how they will be used in the coming years in light of technological ad-
vancements and intensifying environmental pressures. In particular, this research will 
illuminate their role in adapting agricultural to climate change. This research provides 
policy makers with an up-to-date account of CWR use. As the majority of ongoing work 
with CWR is underreported in the literature and undercounted in valuation efforts, policy 
decisions involving trade-offs and priority setting have been poorly informed.
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The second research arises in light on the first: what are the implications of increased 
use of CWR in breeding? The objective here is to identify the main actors responding to 
signals from the breeding community regarding the use of wild species in crop im-
provement, and to explore the potential implications of their responses. The implications 
of increasing conservation investment from the international community have yet to be 
explored in the context of CWR. 
This thesis argues that increased use will likely not incite sufficient levels of conserva-
tion. Conservation is a reflection of the way humans value biodiversity. CWR are valued 
for their instrumental use in crop breeding but less so for the resilience they lend to 
agroecosystems, and not at all for their intrinsic value. Understanding the dynamic be-
tween valuation and conservation is useful for making projections into the future and will 
help inform course corrections at the relatively early stage of the conservation invest-
ment game. Policy recommendations stem from a greater recognition of the resilience 
value provided by the breadth of CWR diversity, agrobiodiversity more broadly defined, 
and the importance of conserving it both in situ and ex situ. The availability of genetic 
variation for agricultural crops in the long term and by extension any meaningful contri-
butions towards achieving food security, depend upon it.
A more landscape based approach to conservation protects the breadth of existing di-
versity within natural habitats. Given the unpredictability of climate change and how dif-
ficult it is to anticipate which traits will be required in the future, protection of the full 
spectrum of CWR diversity, along with its capacity to evolve along with its natural envi-
ronment, is of the utmost importance. While gene banks provide an invaluable safe-
guarding function they are not alone sufficient for protecting the adaptive capacity of 
agroecosystems.
Moreover, the full breadth of agrobiodiversity including landrace varieties is important for 
maintaining adaptive capacity. A more narrow focus on CWR is characteristic of a pro-
duction-focused strategy for achieving food security. Using wild species to develop new 
crop varieties which are then disseminated to farmers around the world, replacing lan-
drace varieties, fits squarely within a paradigm that values advanced science over tradi-
tional modes of innovation. The value of landrace varieties along with the vast amount 
of traditional knowledge associated with them and the genetic diversity they represent 
should not be discounted.
1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter II develops a conceptual framework for this research. Concepts are borrowed 
predominantly from the field of ecological economics with some smaller contributions 
from the schools of complex systems theory, conservation biology and political ecology. 
The total economic value (TEV) valuation approach is presented as a way of conceptu-
alizing the types of values derived from biodiversity conservation. The gap between pri-
vate and social benefits derived from biodiversity account for a public goods market fail-
ure and the under provision of conservation. Valuation as a means of communicating 
the need to correct this market failure has been mainstreamed in the context of biodi-
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versity, although remains a controversial tool. In this thesis valuation is used both as a 
conceptual tool for communicating the types of values derived from CWR, as well as an 
entry point into a critical engagement with how conservation priorities are set according 
to the economic value of species. The purpose of this thesis is not to adjudicate this de-
bate, but to critically engage with how valuation as it is used today is impacting wild 
agrobiodiversity conservation. This framework is put to use in Chapter VII. 
Chapter III summarizes in two sections the relevant literature on CWR use and conser-
vation, respectively. A key take-away from the first section is that while there is an im-
mense body of literature available on useful traits identified in wild species, it is an im-
perfect proxy for estimating the current use of CWR in crop breeding. More thorough 
investigation is required to uncover the extent of ongoing use. It is flagged in this section 
that studies to date assessing the economic value of CWR have not been based on ac-
curate estimations of current use. The second section emphasizes the insufficiency of 
existing conservation efforts, particularly in natural areas where wild diversity is concen-
trated. The imperative for increased conservation is clear. A global agenda of establish-
ing a network of in situ conservation areas must be pursued in particular. 
Chapter IV outlines the methods used to collect data and arrive at the results. Targeted 
semi-structured interviews were conducted with gene bank managers, crop breeders, 
academics and conservationists. Interviews were transcribed and coded using NVivo 
qualitative data software, and the themes that emerged provide the foundations for 
analysis. 
Chapter V presents the first half of the research results: how CWR are being used in 
crop breeding today. It first includes a brief description of the crop breeding process, re-
cent advances which have facilitated increased use and prevailing constraints. This first 
section provides important context for the discussion of results which follows in Chapter 
VI. The current gene banking system, which underpins crop improvement, is far from 
the fail-safe reputation that precedes it. This provides evidence for the need to pursue a 
balanced approach to conservation. The subsequent sections discuss ongoing use by 
crop and predictions regarding future use. Key findings include 1) a positive trend in the 
overall use of CWR; 2) their growing role in adapting cultivated crops to conditions un-
der predicted climate change scenarios; and 3) that the majority of ongoing work with 
CWR has yet to result in quantifiable breeding outputs. This third point highlights that 
estimates of CWR use, measured by numbers of varieties released with genetic contri-
butions from wild species, underestimate current use. By extension valuation exercises 
have undercounted current value and poorly inform policy.  
Chapter VI discusses the dynamic relationship between CWR use and conservation.
Increased use is credited for inciting increased conservation investment from the in-
ternational donor community, as well as increased attention from the private sector. It 
remains to be seen how much private stakeholders will actively participate in the use 
and conservation of CWR, however their recognition of wild species’ value marks a level 
of interest and perhaps intention. The prevailing conservation strategy is focused on 
perpetuating the positive feedback between use and conservation by maintaining and 
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expanding gene bank collections. This is taking precedence over the conservation of 
CWR within their natural habitats, which will have negative implications for the breadth 
of genetic diversity and the resilience of the global food system in the long term.  
The analysis that follows in Chapter VII uses the conceptual framework developed in 
Chapter II to explain why there will continue to be a less than socially-desirable quantity 
of CWR conservation despite the influx of attention and investment from the in-
ternational community. Donors are focused on instrumental use associated with CWR 
and ignore its other important ecosystem functions, while the unique challenges pre-
sented by CWR limit the policy options available for inciting their conservation at the 
community level. The paradox here is that they receive increased international recogni-
tion while the majority continue to face threats of extinction within their natural environ-
ments. 
The roots to this unbalanced conservation approach are in the ideological divide be-
tween the diverging strategies for pursuing global food security. They run deep. An un-
wavering faith in technological advancement for sustaining the global food supply in an 
era of climate change underpins the strategy of protecting a small subset of diversity to 
be used in breeding. This may last as long as diversity is available for inputs. An inte-
grated approach to valuing and managing agrobiodiversity, incorporating principles of 
agroecology, will ensure the sustainability of global food supply in the longterm. Policy 
recommendations and areas for future research follow from this analysis. 
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Chapter II - The ecological economics of biodiversity conservation
The chapter introduces some key concepts that will be useful for analyzing the case of 
CWR conservation in later chapters. These concepts are borrowed largely from ecologi-
cal economics, with some contributions from the schools of conservation biology, com-
plex systems theory and political ecology. The first section reviews the very foundations 
of biodiversity conservation, highlighting how different levels of biodiversity are more or 
less amenable to the two main types of conservation strategies: in situ and ex situ. 
The second section documents how economic valuation has become the primary tool 
for communicating the benefits derived from biodiversity and for justifying the allocation 
of resources towards conservation. Although widely practiced, valuation remains con-
troversial for its tendency to discount important social and ecological indicators. The 
widely-applied total economic value (TEV) approach to valuation is introduced in the 
third section to communicate the value of biodiversity and explain how a public goods 
market failure arises when there is a gap between the private and public benefits de-
rived from biodiversity conservation. This market failure leads to an under provision of 
conservation. These concepts that have evolved around biodiversity apply equally to the 
case of CWR. 
The final section discusses policies for correcting this market failure aimed at incentiviz-
ing conservation. The potential for, and potential pitfalls of, a market-based mechanisms 
to play a role in conservation is explored. 
The purpose of this thesis is not to adjudicate debates surrounding the valuation of bio-
diversity and ecosystem services, or the use of market-based mechanisms for incen-
tivizing conservation. The goal instead is to describe how biodiversity is managed within 
the dominant conservation paradigm in order to situate the case of CWR within these 
broader debates. 
2.1 Biodiversity conservation 101 
The United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) defines biodiversity as 
“the variability among living organisms from all sources, including terrestrial, marine and 
the ecological complexities of which they are part…” (UNEP 1992, Article 2). 
There are two fundamental strategies for biodiversity conservation: ex situ and in situ, 
with many iterations and combinations thereof. Ex situ refers to the conservation of 
components of biological diversity outside of their natural habitats (CBD, 1992). This 
strategy involves the location, sampling, transfer and storage of species away from na-
tive habitats, most commonly in gene bank facilities and community seed banks 
(Maxted et al 1997a). In situ refers to the conservation of ecosystems and natural habi-
tats and the maintenance and recovery of viable populations of species in their natural 
surroundings, or in the case of domesticated or cultivated species, in the surroundings 
where they have developed their distinctive properties (CBD, 1992). This involves the 
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location, designation, management and monitoring of species in the location where tar-
get taxa are found (Maxted et al 1997a; Iriondo et al 2008). 
In situ conservation is most commonly associated with formalized protected areas, de-
fined by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as ‘clearly defined 
geographical space, recognized, dedicated and managed, through legal or other effec-
tive means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem 
services and cultural values’ (Hunter and Heywood 2011). They are most commonly na-
tional parks, nature reserves and wilderness areas.
An extensive body of literature exists on the advantages and disadvantages of both 
strategies. In situ conservation allows for interactions between crops, their wild relatives 
and the local environment, maximizing evolutionary capacity (Heywood and Dulloo 
2005). Ex situ conservation is imperative to guard against species extinction in extreme 
conditions of environmental change or in events of catastrophe (Iriondo et al 2008). The 
value of a combined approach is widely recognized (Maxted et al 1997a; Maxted et al 
1997b; Iriondo et al 2008). Article 9 of the CBD stresses that the two strategies are 
complementary and need to be practiced in tandem to conserve the maximum range of 
biodiversity. Biodiversity includes four levels, shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Levels of biodiversity 
Adapted from: Nunes et al 2003. 
Genetic diversity refers to the degree of variability within species (Nunes et al 2003). 
Much of the current debate on biodiversity loss is focused on this foundational level: the 
extinction of genetic diversity, referred to as genetic erosion. The widely-referenced 
‘Weitzman approach’ to biodiversity conservation refers to the measurement of genetic 
distances within and between species and setting diversity-maximizing, cost-effective 
conservation priorities accordingly (see Weitzman 1992; 1993; 1998). The narrow range 
of genetic diversity which makes up the selected species stored in gene banks is pro-
tected ex situ. The full breadth of genetic diversity can only be found in situ, actively 
managed in genetic reserves. Genetic reserves are a type of formalized protected area 
Levels of diver-
sity
Physical expression Amenable to 
ex situ con-
servation 
Amenable to 
in situ con-
servation 
Genetic Genes, nucleotides, chromosomes, individuals
Species Kingdom, phyla, families, genera, subspecies, 
species, populations
Ecosystem Bioregions, landscapes, habitats ❌
Functional Keystone process species, ecosystem resilience, 
ecological services ❌
!  
 !
(small subset)
 !
(small subset)
!
!
 !
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which entail the location, management and monitoring of target diversity within protect-
ed areas (Maxted et al 1997a).
Species diversity refers to the variety of species on earth, or within a given region 
(Nunes et al 2003). Conservation priorities set according to species’ status such as at 
risk, threatened or extinct describe this level of biodiversity. The IUCN use the iconic 
‘Red List’ approach to guide conservation action and policy decisions (see http://www.i-
ucnredlist.org/). The criteria put forward by IUCN have become the international stan-
dard for monitoring species diversity (Hole, Interview). Economically profitable or ‘flag-
ship’ species often become the beneficiaries of conservation funds, while others are left 
out (Hein et al. 2013). Species diversity can likewise be protected ex situ in gene bank 
facilities, but only to the degree that collections accurately represent intraspecific diver-
sity, or the diversity within species’ populations. Again, only a narrow range is protected. 
Conserving higher levels of biodiversity, thet is, ecosystem and functional levels, neces-
sitates, and in fact describes, in situ conservation. Ecosystem diversity refers to diversi-
ty at the community, or supra-species level (Nunes et al 2003). Ecosystem stability is 
not based on diversity of species per se, but on a limited number of species that control 
ecosystem functioning, or keystone processes. Loss of these keystone species reduces 
ecosystems’ capacity to accommodate external shocks and return to a state of equilibri-
um. Overall ecosystem diversity then, rather than individual species, is what is required 
for ecosystem stability and resilience (ibid). The establishment of protected areas in the 
form of national parks, nature reserves and wilderness areas in order to eliminate hu-
man impact is the quintessential conservation strategy for protecting ecosystem diversi-
ty (Hunter and Heywood 2011). 
Functional diversity refers to the variety of ecosystem functions or services such as pol-
lination, nutrient cycling, photosynthesis, assimilation of pollutants and the maintenance 
of gases in the air (Turner et al 1999). These functions arise out of interactions between 
ecosystem components (plants, animals, soil, air, water, etc.) and ecosystem process-
es, i.e. the transfer of energy between biotic and abiotic components. Assessing func-
tional diversity is much harder to do than lower levels of biodiversity, which can each be 
described taxonomically (Nunes et al 2003). Much remains unknown about interactions 
between ecosystem components and processes, thus functional diversity is very difficult 
to manage. 
While establishing protected areas can be seen as a precautionary approach to con-
serving functional diversity, conservationists recognize that this is a not always a practi-
cal option. Human populations are ecosystem components and are integral parts of so-
cio-ecological systems. This is particularly the case with agroecosystems. A new era of 
conservation planning has evolved which recognizes that human well-being is intimately 
connected to the health of natural environments. Literature documenting integrated 
conservation and development programs has proliferated (see for examples Blom et al 
2010; Swaminathan 2011). This is also referred to as an ‘integrated landscape ap-
proach’ to conservation where multiple land uses among multiple stakeholders are bal-
anced (http://www.cifor.org/). 
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The examples given above illustrate that conservation strategies are tailored to the level 
of diversity they seek to protect. Ex situ conservation targets a specific subset of genetic 
and species diversity. Targeting the full breadth of genetic and species diversity, as well 
as higher levels of diversity, requires a more landscape-based approach to conservation 
in situ. Understanding the relationship between conservation strategies and levels of 
diversity will be useful when looking at the case of CWR, which are predominantly con-
served in gene banks rather than in gene reserves. This point is both  highlighted within 
the literature (Chapter III) and reinforced by research findings (Chapter VI). 
2.2 Mainstreaming biodiversity valuation
Valuation has become a mainstream tool for justifying the allocation of scarce resources 
towards conservation, and a cornerstone of the dominant conservation paradigm. A se-
ries of landmark reviews have played a major role in mainstreaming the idea that hu-
man well-being is dependent on biodiversity. Efforts to quantify the value of biodiversity 
in economic terms in order to inform policy decisions have stemmed from this. But while 
valuation has become prominent strategy for rendering the benefits derived from con-
servation more visible, it has not been without significant controversy.
Biodiversity issues first came to the forefront of the environmental policy debate with the 
First Report to the Club of Rome, ‘The Limits to Growth’ (Meadows et al 1972). The re-
port presented a scenario analysis of exponential economic and population growth with 
finite natural resources, and sparked intense debate between growth optimists and pes-
simists. Economists began to model economic growth and resource use and to develop 
theories on how environmental policy could correct for environmental externalities 
(Nunes et al 2003). 
The Bruntland Report (1987), ‘Our Common Future,’ mainstreamed the idea that eco-
nomic growth could be coupled with environmental protection, and that the two goals 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The popularized concept of sustainable devel-
opment was defined as development that meets the needs of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Bruntland Report 
1987). The pervasive logic up until this point was that economic growth and environ-
mental protection need to be traded-off. Identifying synergies between them has since 
been the goal of policy interventions (Ninan 2009). Biodiversity is an essential element 
of discussions on how to achieve sustainable development, both because it provides a 
range of benefits to humankind and because human activities contribute to unprece-
dented rates of biodiversity loss (Nunes et al 2003). 
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), entitled, ‘Ecosystems and Human Well-
being, institutionalized the idea that conserving biodiversity is not only compatible with 
economic development, but is essential for the promotion of human well-being and 
livelihood development (MEA 2005). Human well-being is based on security, resiliency, 
social relations, health and freedom of choice and action, in addition to material welfare. 
The report established an obligation to identify the impacts of biodiversity loss on hu-
man well-being (Kinzig et al 2007), thereby broadening the range of motivations for 
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conservation beyond an appreciation for the intrinsic value of biodiversity (Ninan 2009). 
The intrinsic value of nature alone is insufficient for inciting a minimum level of conser-
vation needed to stem accelerating waves of extinctions that negatively impact human 
beings (Kinzig et al 2007). 
The concept of ecosystem services has also entered into the mainstream policy debate. 
The existing stock of biodiversity is viewed as natural capital, while the continued flow of 
ecosystem services is the interest that society receives from this capital (Costanza and 
Daly, 1992). Constanza et al (1997) define ecosystem services as the aggregate of 
ecosystem functions (biological or system properties or processes of ecosystems), and 
ecosystem goods (such a food) and services (such as waste assimilation). Table 2 
summarizes the four categories of ecosystem services that contribute to human well-be-
ing identified by the MEA (2005). Provisioning services include food, fibre, fuel and ge-
netic resources; regulating services include water purification, pest regulation and polli-
nation; cultural services include spiritual and aesthetic values, recreation and eco-
tourism; and supporting services are those which facilitate the production of all other 
services, such as nutrient cycling and soil formation.
Table 2: Ecosystem services provided by biodiversity 
Source: MEA 2005; Ninan 2009
Biodiversity is central to the stability and continuity of each of these ecosystem services 
(Ninan 2009). Consequently, much attention has been directed towards stemming bio-
diversity loss as a means maintaining the provision of ecosystem services. This has 
meant unravelling the complexities of ecosystem service provision, understanding how 
human impacts affect service provision, expressing these impacts in monetary values to 
be included in public decision-making processes, and optimizing investments in biodi-
versity conservation (Kinzig et al 2006); each of which requires the valuation of biodi-
versity and the ecosystem services it provides (Kinzig et al 2007). 
Constanza et al (1997) first ventured to place an economic value on the world’s ecosys-
tem services and natural capital, for the ends of ‘capturing’ them in commercial markets 
and giving them adequate weight in policy decisions. While recognizing the “economics 
of the Earth would grind to a halt without the services of ecological life-support systems, 
so in a sense their total economic value is infinite,” they emphasize the utility of estimat-
ing the marginal value of ecosystem services, or the rate of change of value compared 
with changes in ecosystem services from their current levels (pp.253). A detailed ac-
count of how valuation efforts proliferated after that of Constanza et al (1997) is beyond 
Provisioning services Food, water, timber, fibre
Regulating services Climate, foods, disease, waste, water quality 
Cultural services Recreation, aesthetic enjoyment, spiritual enjoyment
Supporting services Soil formation, photosynthesis, nutrient cycling
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the scope of this thesis. The important point here is that valuation is now a predominant 
feature within environmental policy. 
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) is a global study on the eco-
nomics of biodiversity loss, launched in 2007 and led by Pavan Sukhdev. It was mod-
elled after the 2006 Stern Report wherein ex-chief economist of the World Bank, 
Nicholas Stern, concludes that the failure to protect the climate will be economically 
more costly than taking action. The TEEB reaches the same conclusion. It challenges 
policy makers to engage with the economic value of biodiversity and ecosystem ser-
vices, the costs of their loss and develop economic incentives to protect them; and for 
businesses to internalize the costs of losing ecosystem services. Sukhdev asserts that 
“the economic invisibility of nature is one of the main reasons why we lose valuable 
ecosystem services” (http://www.teebweb.org/). The TEEB as an institution has become 
perhaps the strongest international advocate for economic valuation of biodiversity.
The second phase of the TEEB study was presented in Nagoya, Japan in 2010 to the 
Conference of the Parties to the CBD (COP-10). A large-scale push was made leading 
up to the conference for Parties to include biodiversity and ecosystem services into their 
national accounting frameworks to make biodiversity loss more socially and politically 
visible (Rodríguez-Labajos and Martínez-Alier 2012). This was successfully internalized 
and is now enshrined within the Aichi Targets. Target 2 under the strategic goal of ad-
dressing the underlying causes of biodiversity loss, reads: By 2020, at the latest, biodi-
versity values have been integrated into national and local development and poverty re-
duction strategies and planning processes and are being incorporated into national ac-
counting, as appropriate, and reporting systems. 
The World Bank Wealth Accounting and the Valuation of Ecosystem Services (WAVES) 
project is an implementing arm for the TEEB, also launched in Nagoya at COP-10. The 
goal of the WAVES is to mainstream the natural capital accounting system developed 
under coordination of the UN Committee of Experts on Environmental-Economic Ac-
counting (UNCEEA) and implement this perspective in developing countries (TEEB 
2013). A global partnership and multi-donor trust fund was established in its preparatory 
phase from January 2011 to June 2012 and, following the 2012 United Nations Confer-
ence on Sustainable Development (Rio+20), more than 65 countries have indicated 
their intention to participate in its implementation (http://www.wavespartnership.org/). 
The dominant conservation paradigm is now firmly established, in which biodiversity 
and ecosystem services are converted into monetary figures to be compared and trad-
ed-off. This is reflected not only in countries’ national accounting frameworks, but in the 
context of integrated conservation and development programs (ICDPs). MS Swami-
nathan, prolific writer and founder of the MS Swaminathan Research Foundation based 
in India, emphasizes the role that valuation can play in ensuring the sustainability of 
conservation efforts. When local communities internalize their roles as custodians, con-
servation is achieved in perpetuity. This arises when conservation planning promotes 
food, health and livelihoods security, and social and gender equity, in addition to ecolog-
ical outcomes (Swaminathan 2011). In responding to the question, “how can we har-
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ness biodiversity for poverty alleviation?” he answers, “obviously, this can be done only 
if we can convert biodiversity into jobs and income on a sustainable basis” (pp.xiii).
The valuation approach has not proliferated without significant debate. While propo-
nents emphasize its role as a conceptual tool for assisting decision makers allocate re-
sources in a way that ensures the sustainable use of biodiversity (Nunes et al 2003; 
Pascual et al 2010), critics remind us of the unwanted consequences of reducing nature 
to a series of tradable monetary units (Keulartz 2013). 
Ecologists emphasize the difference between biocentric perspectives of nature, which 
recognize intrinsic values, and anthropocentric perspectives that focus on its instrumen-
tal values (Pascual et al 2010). Nature is conceptualized as a series of assets which fa-
cilitate the attainment of human goals, be they marketed commodities, material con-
sumption, aesthetic pleasure or spiritual enlightenment (Barbier et al 2009). Critics ar-
gue that adopting strictly utilitarian perspective and making decisions based on cost-
benefit rationales may have negative implications in terms of the deconstruction of hu-
man-nature relationships (McAuley 2006). The discounting of cultural values and human 
rights to livelihood are the consequences of this focus on instrumental values (Ro-
dríguez-Labajos and Martínez-Alier 2012). The moral imperative to include intrinsic val-
ues in decision making is also largely ignored. 
Ecologists assert that a valuation approach should be used to complement rather than 
substitute for ethical or scientific reasoning relating to biodiversity conservation, based 
on biocentric perspectives (Turner and Daily 2008). Alternative decision support tools 
have been developed to integrate different kinds of values. Multi-criteria analysis (MCA) 
weights different kinds of values in relation to each other and facilitates the ranking of 
preferences among alternatives without converting values into a single unit (Munda 
2004). MCA approaches recognize the incommensurability of values which are embed-
ded in contrasting conceptual frameworks (Monfreda 2010: 284). However it is difficult 
to agree on the relative weights of intrinsic and instrumental values (Pascual et al 2010). 
Instrumental values tend to be privileged by society (Hillier 1999) and are categorically 
given more weight in policy decisions in practice (Pascual et al 2010).
Critics also question the reductionist logic of abstracting parts of biodiversity from the 
complex socio-ecological system in which they are nested (see for example, Keulartz 
2013). Holistic conceptions of nature contrast reductionist conceptions. Ecosystem in-
tegrity is based on the interconnectedness of ecosystem components, processes, func-
tions and services and cannot be measured by aggregating individual biophysical indi-
cators (ibid). Isolating and putting monetary values of individual ecosystem components 
poorly informs policy decisions and can result in less than socially-optimal levels of con-
servation (Ninan 2009).
Trade-offs must occur among the multitude of services produced in an ecosystem be-
cause some services are incompatible. Some types of services may dominate man-
agement strategies, creating social and ecological problems. Keulartz (2013) describes 
this as ‘not seeing the forest from the trees.’ The relational aspects of nature and inter-
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dependence of functions are ignored when ecosystem elements are viewed as abstract, 
interchangeable goods. Ecosystem integrity is lost in the process of prioritizing and trad-
ing-off between ecosystem services. In this way valuation can be counterproductive by 
undermining the objectives of conservation (Rodríguez-Labajos and Martínez-Alier 
2012). 
Conservation is a longterm endeavour, the benefits from which are accrued far into the 
future. Part of the valuation process is assigning net present values to ecosystem com-
ponents and services. Discount rates are used to equate future benefits with current 
costs of conservation in order to inform policy based on cost-benefit analysis. Any posi-
tive discount rate at all makes conservation a relatively poor investment today com-
pared with other activities that invite short-term gains for society, thus it very difficult to 
justify this type of investment. Selecting an appropriate discount rate and reaching con-
sensus on which values should be discounted among relevant stakeholders is no easy 
feat (Rodríguez-Labajos and Martínez-Alier 2012).
Political ecologists warn us too about social equity concerns arising from valuation (Es-
cobar 1999; Peck and Tickell 2002; Harvey 2003; McAfee 2004; McCarthy and Prud-
ham 2004; Prudham 2007; Sharratt 2010). These writers are ideologically opposed to 
assigning monetary values to complex socio-ecological systems because of the in-
escapable power dynamics associated with this process. Valuation leads to the privati-
zation of nature and concentration of ownership among elites. Privatizing ecosystem 
components in order to equate biological and economic indicators directly facilitates 
their commodification, and even financialization (Sullivan 2012). Valuing nature not only 
serves to make natural capital visible within policy discussions, but also to incorporate 
nature into the capitalist market system. Valuation is then not a benign tool for informing 
decisions, but an essential step in the ‘rolling out’ of a neoliberal agenda (McCarthy and 
Prudham 2004) focused on enclosing ‘natural capital’ into the process of capital accu-
mulation. 
It will be useful to bear in mind both sides of the valuation debate when studying the 
case of CWR conservation, where valuation plays a significant role in informing policy 
but where these critiques have not yet been applied. The dominant conservation par-
adigm has so far remained unchallenged in the context of CWR. 
2.3 Ecological economics of biodiversity 
There is no singular conceptualization of the value of biodiversity. Some ecological 
economists separate instrumental from intrinsic values, others categorize values ac-
cording to direct and indirect benefits received from ecosystem services. There are also 
many different approaches to valuation including monitoring biodiversity vs. biological 
resources, genetic vs. species diversity, levels of vs. changes in biodiversity, and local 
vs. global scales of biodiversity; using biological vs. monetary indicators; and following 
holistic vs. reductionist approaches (see Nunes et al 2003 for summary of each). The 
types of indicators, scale and units of measurement selected by the researcher and 
overall conceptualization of values reflected in a given approach define how biodiversity 
is conceptualized, and how its value is quantified. 
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Estimates of values reflect current choices regarding marginal changes in the state of 
the world (Barbier et al 2009). Changes in variables affect their marginal values, and 
thus the monetary values assigned to various ecosystem components and services are 
dynamic (Pascual et al 2010). Valuation is therefore inherently limited by uncertainties 
relating to changing human preferences and gaps in knowledge about ecosystems dy-
namics and thresholds. Valuation studies must therefore acknowledge limitations and 
be guided by ‘safe minimum standards’ or ‘precautionary approach’ principles (ibid). 
The concept of total economic value (TEV) of biodiversity and ecosystem services is 
used in this section to communicate the types of benefits derived from conservation. It is 
the sum of both instrumental and non-instrumental marginal values associated with nat-
ural capital and service flows for current and future generations (Pascual et al 2010). 
Using monetary units to convey TEV to policy makers is the most mainstream approach. 
Table 3 summarizes types of values which constitute TEV. While disputed, this concept 
is a useful tool for articulating the benefits derived from conservation efforts. 
Table 3: Total economic value of biodiversity 
Adapted from: Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986; Cato 2011
Table 3 is presented in sequence from top to bottom, starting with the values which are 
most easily quantified and ending with those which are most difficult to quantify. Direct, 
indirect and potential use are all instrumental values, or values which can be equated 
most readily with human utility. Direct and indirect use values can often be equated di-
rectly with commercial market prices for good and services (see Pascual et al 2010). 
Potential use values can be estimated using projections of current use values. 
Types of value Biodiversity benefit
Instrumental, 
tangible 
    values
Direct use Resources for human use, consumption, recreation
Indirect use Ecosystem processes and functions (nutrient cycling, car-
bon sequestration, watershed protection, etc.)
Potential use 
(option) Future direct and indirect use
Instrumental, 
intangible 
value
Resilience Adaptive capacity achieved through the maintenance of biodiversity at each level (functional diversity, table 1)
Non-instru-
mental, in-
tangible val-
ues
Bequest Inheritance for future generations 
Existence Cultural, spiritual values. Human utility gained from exis-
tence without direct benefit
Intrinsic The value of biodiversity in its own right, not for the sake of 
human well-being
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Moving down the list, resilience value is more difficult to quantify. Also referred to as ‘in-
surance’ value, this refers to an ecosystem’s capacity to maintain a sustained flow of 
benefits. Adaptive capacity ensures the continued provision of both ecosystem services 
(Table 2) and benefits (Table 3) when external shocks or stresses threaten the integrity 
of an ecosystem. From a complex systems perspective, it is the value of ensuring that 
socio-ecological systems do not undergo regime shifts or transformations which have 
irreversible negative consequences for human wellbeing (Pascual et al 2010). Genetic 
diversity is critical to maintaining the resilience of an ecosystem, as it houses evolution-
ary potential (Wunscher and Engel 2012).
Natural resources which do not generate tangible outputs which benefit human society 
may still have significant resilience value. In this sense resilience is instrumental value, 
as human well-being is dependent on the adaptive capacity of ecosystems. However 
the economic value of genetic diversity and the resilience it lends to ecosystems re-
mains difficult to quantify. The resilience value of natural resources increases as the 
likelihood regime shift increases. A full understanding of systems’ adaptive capacity, 
risks, thresholds and probability of system ‘flips’ is thus required in order to estimate the 
resilience value that diversity lends to socio-ecological systems (Pascual et al 2010). 
Given the immense challenges associated with predicting transformations in complex 
systems (Walker and Salt 2006), its economic value remains highly intangible.  
Bequest and existence values denote those that humans derive less tangible benefits 
from. Neither are instrumental per se, but provide human populations with utility of some 
kind. Various economic valuation methods associated with stated and revealed prefer-
ences have been developed to equate peoples’ willingness to pay with these types of 
values (see Pascual et al 2010 for comprehensive review). Bequest values are associ-
ated with concerns regarding intergenerational equity. Existence and intrinsic values are 
often lumped together, as both are associated with ethical considerations and moral 
obligations to nature. The essential difference between the two is that the intrinsic value 
of biodiversity by definition cannot be equated with willingness to pay (WTP). It is de-
fined in the MEA (2005) as the value of something in and for itself irrespective of the util-
ity it provides for someone else. A person may gain utility from knowing that polar bears 
exist, for example, even if they never plan see one. But their WTP for polar bear con-
servation has nothing to do with the species’ intrinsic value. 
The sum of the values presented in Table 3 equates to the benefits received by society 
from biodiversity conservation. However the private benefits accrued by individuals who 
are custodians of biodiversity are generally limited to instrumental values, and in partic-
ular direct use related to consumption or recreation. A traditional food crop may also 
have significant cultural value, for example, but this would be reflected in the commer-
cial market by individuals’ WTP. Non-instrumental values associated with biodiversity, 
and even to some extent indirect use, potential use and resilience values which are still 
considered instrumental, provide benefits to society that aren’t captured in market 
prices. 
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Ecological economists point to the difference between private and social values as the 
result of a public goods market failure. Biodiversity and ecosystem services are open-
access goods available at no private cost, which leads to exploitation beyond socially-
optimum levels (Ninan 2009). The flip-side of the same coin is that the private benefit 
realised from biodiversity conservation is less than public benefit, resulting in less than 
socially-desirable levels of conservation provided by individuals (Nunes et al 2003). So-
ciety on the whole depends upon custodians for responsible stewardship. However indi-
viduals and communities make rational decisions based on private costs and benefits 
and do not take the total economic value of biodiversity into consideration. The result is 
an under provision of biodiversity conservation, and negative externalities in the form of 
biodiversity loss and ecosystem destruction. The amount of negative externalities 
equates to the difference between private and public marginal benefit: the conservation 
gap. 
Continued rates of biodiversity loss provide evidence of a public goods market failure, 
and a justification for policy interventions to correct for the conservation gap. As Ninan 
(2009) articulates, “It is clear that one of the key shortcomings of humankind’s existing 
relationship with its natural or nature-based assets is one of economics. There remains 
a gulf between the true value of biodiversity and the value perceived by politicians; 
business and perhaps even the public. There is an urgent need to shift into a higher 
gear in order to bridge this divide between perception and reality” (pp.xvii). A higher 
gear implies policy actions to correct for this market failure. Measuring the TEV of biodi-
versity highlights the existing conservation gap and informs policy that seeks to correct 
in proportion to it. Valuation is then a means of justifying conservation investment (Wale 
2011). Tools such as cost-benefit analysis are employed to highlight how the benefits of 
maintaing biodiversity outweigh the costs of policy interventions (Nunes 2003).
Following suit, economists have described the public goods market failure associated 
with agrobiodiversity loss (see for examples, Brush 2002; Bertacchini 2008). 
Agrobiodiversity includes the variability of agro-ecosystem components such as plants, 
animals and microorganisms relevant for agriculture, as well as wild resources, natural 
habitats, landscapes and the genetic resources contained therein (Thrupp 2000). Agro-
biodiversity loss is associated with higher susceptibility to any kind of stress or shock 
and has risks and costs to agricultural productivity and food security (ibid).
Smallholder farmers in the developing world are custodians of the majority of the world’s 
agrobiodiversity. Crop diversity has immense public value (Kontoleon et al 2009). How-
ever when higher yielding modern varieties are introduced, farmers have financial in-
centives to abandon traditional varieties and farming systems of which agrobiodiversity 
conservation is inherent (Heywood et al 2007; Wale 2011). This dynamic is accentuated 
when government subsidies are put in place that encourage the adoption of modern va-
rieties (see Altieri 2002; Mendelsohn 2003; Mariano et al 2012). Farmers make deci-
sions based on individual preferences and private benefits and underproduce crop di-
versity because they are not rewarded for their contributions. Society cannot rely on 
farmers’ choices and market forces alone to produce socially-optimal levels of agrobio-
diversity conservation (Wale 2011). Just as is the case with biodiversity more broadly 
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defined, the difference between public and private values associated with crop genetic 
diversity results in a gap between actual and desired levels of conservation, and a pub-
lic goods market failure (ibid). 
The marginal commercial values of agricultural species are not usually sufficient for in-
dustry to invest in conservation efforts (Swanson and Goschl 2000). Smale (2005) re-
views the literature documenting the economic benefits of improved crop varieties in 
commercial agriculture, as well as values assigned to species contributing genetic ma-
terial to new varieties. Smalle (2005) concludes that “the marginal commercial value ex-
pected from an individual plant genetic resource in agricultural use will not be high 
enough, in general, to fund national innovation or conservation efforts at levels desirable 
for society” (pp: 22). The fallacy that individual species can incite conservation, or “they 
myth of enormous value” described by Gollin and Smale (1998: 244-6), is based on 
anecdotal cases of wild, indigenous plants generating large profits for pharmaceutical 
companies, and perpetuated by ecological economists emphasizing potential use val-
ues of single plant genetic resources. In reality species are highly substitutable and the 
commercial value of individual contributions to breeding efforts is very low (Smale 
2005). Additional policies are needed to incentivize conservation and internalize the 
costs of diversity loss (Wale 2011). 
2.4 Closing the conservation gap
Correcting for this market failure demands a two-fold approach: eliminating policies 
which encourage the abandonment of traditional farming systems by subsidizing the 
adoption of modern varieties; and putting policies in place which reward conservation. 
This section focuses on the latter strategy for closing the conservation gap, while ac-
knowledging that mechanisms in place to reward the adoption of modern varieties 
present structural barriers to pursuing agrobiodiversity conservation in situ (Altieri 2002). 
On farm conservation (a subset of in situ conservation) represents opportunities to link 
up conservation with rural development, where economically depressed custodians of 
agrobiodiversity can receive compensation for conservation. Opportunities for mutually-
reinforcing gains to be achieved are available when conservation initiatives support 
livelihood strategies (Mendez et al 2007). Swaminathan (2011) describes ‘Biohappiness 
Societies’ where livelihoods are improved through active conservation. Biovillages, 
where conservation and enhancement of natural resources is a priority because the 
productivity and profitability of small-scale farms is dependent upon agrobiodiversity; 
and biovalleys, where biotechnology and business associated with the production of 
value-added products with medicinal plants and local foods are likewise contingent 
upon agrobiodiversity, are two types of societies that automatically internalize the costs 
of biodiversity conservation (Swaminathan 2011).
Where increasing the private value of agrobiodiversity is not possible additional incen-
tives are required in order to close the conservation funding gap. A series of contingent 
valuation studies have been conducted to estimate compensation payments that farm-
ers would require in order to conserve specific types of agrobiodiversity (see Wale 2008; 
Fuwa and Sajise 2009; Krishna et al 2010; 2013). It is noteworthy that agrobiodiversity 
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services are distinguishable from other ecosystem services in that they produce signifi-
cant private use values in the form of food and fibre (Narloch et al. 2011). Thus supple-
mentary incentives required are likely to be less than is the case of other ecosystem 
services.
Rewarding conservation through incentives requires funding. A second type of conser-
vation gap arises here: the difference between the funding available and the funding re-
quired. For the sake of clarity, this is referred to as the conservation funding gap, i.e. the 
shortage in resources that allow policy makers to correct for the difference between pri-
vate and public marginal benefits. Hein et al. (2013) highlight the need for substantial 
increases in conservation funding in developing countries in particular. Low and middle 
income countries in the tropics, where most of the world’s biodiversity is concentrated, 
have limited resources to fund conservation efforts. Protected area budgets in develop-
ing countries represent only 30% of the financial investment necessary for effective 
conservation, implying a shortfall of 70% that would need to be generated from other 
sources. Recent statements made by tropical country governments, particularly 
Ecuador, Guyana and Cameroon, indicating their willingness to preserve biodiversity if 
financial support can be provided are reviewed (Hein et al. 2013).
The potential for a number of different funding avenues to close the funding gap are 
discussed in the literature (Bardsley 2003; OECD 2004; Kroeger and Casey 2007; 
Nijkamp et al 2008; Hein and van der Meer 2012; Alvarado-Quesada et al 2014). Fund-
ing sources for conservation include government funding, philanthropic / donor support, 
biodiversity aid and market-based mechanisms. Donor support includes private founda-
tions, trust funds and conservation NGO funding. Biodiversity multilateral and bilateral 
aid includes funding for conservation activities, sustainable use of ecosystem services 
and genetic resources, and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the 
use of genetic resources. However donor funding directed towards protected area man-
agement has decreased in the past decade, while the small increase in biodiversity aid 
has been insufficient to make up the difference (Hein et al. 2013). Funding is also gen-
erally concentrated in specific projects of limited time-span rather than steady long-term 
flow of funds.
Following the CBD (1992) many conservation biologists began to view economic in-
struments as a more effective means of stemming biodiversity loss than policies direct-
ed towards setting aside protected areas (Rodríguez-Labajos andMartínez-Alier 2012). 
Market-based mechanisms for biodiversity conservation have been initiated all around 
the world. 
The Ecosystem Marketplace report, ‘2011 Update, State of the World’s Biodiversity 
Markets: Offset and compensation programs worldwide,’ (Madsen et al 2011) plots 45 
existing compensatory programs and 27 programs in development. Incentive programs 
are undertaken by national governments and in some cases with private partners. 
Goods are units of preserved habitats or groups of species and are represented by 
credits that can be traded in a market (Alvarado-Quesada et al. 2014). Over 1,100 ac-
tive mitigation banks make up the existing programs, totalling at least 187,000 hectares 
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of land under conservation management with permanent legal protection. The global 
annual market size is between USD 2.4 and 4.0 billion, however it is noted that as many 
as 80% of programs are not transparent enough to accurately estimate their market size 
(Madison et al 2011).
Pirard and Lapeyre (2014) present a typology in order to highlight the variability of mar-
ket-based mechanisms in practice. The six types include 1) direct markets, such as 
those for non-timber forest products or ecotourism; 2) compensatory mechanisms or 
Cosean-type agreements based on property rights referred to as payment for ecosys-
tems services (PES) schemes; 3) reverse auctions, wherein candidates for service pro-
vision (biodiversity conservation) place bids and set the level of desired payment as a 
response to a call made by public authorities to remunerate landholders; 4) tradable 
permits, such as in a carbon market system; 5) regulatory price changes, or taxes; and 
6) voluntary price signals, wherein goods and services are marketed to consumers for 
their added conservation value using green marketing and eco-labelling. 
Payment for ecosystem services (PES) schemes take many forms but can be defined 
broadly as a contractual agreement between buyers and sellers of a defined environ-
mental service or the land that produces that service (Hein et al. 2013). The theory be-
hind PES schemes is rooted in Coasean economics (Coase 1960; Engel et al. 2008; 
Bertacchini 2008). They seek to correct an under-production of environmental services 
by assigning property rights as a means of internalizing costs and benefits associated 
with conservation. Hein et al. (2013) highlight how PES schemes may be better suited 
to long-term funding requirements of biodiversity conservation and tap into additional 
sources of funding to close the funding gap. Alvarado-Quesada et al (2014) suggest that 
an international PES scheme has the potential to generate significant funds for biodi-
versity conservation, while Narloch et al (2011) assert that a system of direct payments 
may be most effective in providing incentives for conserving global public goods.  
Market-based mechanisms are touted as an innovating means of incentivizing conser-
vation; “the new Integrated Conservation and Development Program” (Pirard 2014). 
However Pirard (2014) suggests that most market-based mechanisms that have been 
put in practice are not entirely novel, and are not all market-based in the traditional 
sense where economic efficiency is the single bottom-line. He asserts that PES are in 
essence subsidy programs, or bilateral agreements, wherein governments pay relatively 
small groups of people to not develop on certain tracks of land. Payments are tailored to 
the particular circumstances of the groups involved This is in contrast to a free market 
characterized by high volumes of transactions guided by price signals (Pirard 2014). 
Social-equity and livelihood improvement goals can be traded-off with ecological goals 
in order to affect the overall outcomes of the project (Narloch et al 2011). PES schemes, 
dependant upon their design and management, have the potential to achieve positive 
social and ecological impacts. 
Most PES schemes to date have been applied to forest conservation for carbon seques-
tration (Engel et al. 2008; Narloch et al. 2011), most notably the Reduced Emissions 
from Degradation and Deforestation (REDD) mechanism initiated by the parties to the 
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United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2007. While 
outcomes of REDD programs may have positive impacts on biodiversity conservation 
as a by-product of reducing deforestation, it will likely be insufficient for conserving bio-
diversity in non-forest ecosystems (Narloch et al 2011).
Narloch et al. (2011) discuss the potential for PES schemes to be applied to agrobiodi-
versity conservation services as a means for increasing the private benefits accrued by 
farmers from utilizing traditional landraces in lieu of ‘improved’ varieties. They suggest 
that ‘payment for agrobiodiversity conservation’ (PACS) schemes have the potential to 
be a low-cost and pro-poor conservation scheme. Narloch et al. (2011) consider the po-
tential PACS schemes to suffer from the so-called ‘PES curse,’ where a lack of concern 
over social equity issues related to decision-making, access and benefit sharing may 
undermine the success of conservation interventions (Narloch et al 2011).
Paralleling the valuation debate, the potential for market-based mechanisms to close 
the conservation funding gap has been hotly contested in recent years. Economists di-
verge on the primary goal of compensatory market-based mechanisms. Some econo-
mists assert that ecological outcomes are the primary goal, thus social equity and liveli-
hood improvement goals would be necessarily traded-off (Wunder 2007; Engel et al 
2008). Others emphasize that the two are mutually-reinforcing and interdependent, and 
that ignoring the social dimensions to conservation interventions undermines their suc-
cess and legitimacy (Corbera et al 2007; Pascual et al 2010).
Critics of market-based mechanisms raise ecological concerns regarding their role in 
biodiversity conservation. Concerns include the potential for ‘leakage,’ an increase in 
ecosystem degradation outside of project boundaries or timeframe; the non-perma-
nence of interventions due to social or natural factors; and the unpredictability of com-
plex natural systems, making markets susceptible to disturbances (Keulartz 2013). Bio-
diversity markets are more complex than carbon markets which manage only one 
ecosystem service, climate regulation. Bundles of ecosystem services must be the fo-
cus of biodiversity markets (Keulartz 2013). Markets also assume that ecosystem com-
ponents and services can be both substituted with one another and compensated for 
financially (Rodríguez-Labajos and Martínez-Alier 2012). Ecosystem functions are not 
well understood and loss of keystone species, for example, may incite system ‘flips.’ 
Socio-ecological systems are complex and in-perpetuity credit schemes will not be able 
to reflect these dynamics by increasing prices as critical thresholds are approached, for 
example (Hein et al 2013). 
Another body of literature raises practical concerns regarding the implementation of in-
centive or market-based mechanisms for biodiversity conservation. The lack of clear 
and enforceable property rights among ecosystem service providers is the most com-
monly cited impediment to a functioning system. On one hand, communities within de-
veloping countries currently participating or preparing to participate in compensatory 
schemes do not have secured land tenure and property rights (Larson et al. 2013; Al-
varado-Quesada et al. 2014). On the other hand, communal or open-access resources 
governed according to alternative conceptions of private property do not readily fit this 
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framework (Castree 2002; Keulartz 2013). For example, the ejido system in Mexico is 
governed under the principle of usufruct: the right to enjoyment of communal land (Keu-
larz 2013). Traditional systems of land management such as these, which are equitable 
and articulate with customary laws, will collapse with the imposition of an incentive 
scheme based on the individual access, use, transfer and exclusion rights (Lovera 
2009). 
Where tenure is insecure, powerful elites are able to gain access and rights in the inter-
ests of project benefits. Communities with informal rights may be subject to new regula-
tions and restrictions on land use. Where land tenure has been secured, community 
leaders without access to full information could give rights away unknowingly. In any 
scenario benefits may not be evenly distributed among those who contribute directly to 
conservation (Larson et al 2013). While in theory there are opportunities for conserva-
tion and development to be mutually-reinforcing, Winkler (2011) asserts that trade-offs 
between the dual objectives exists in practice in developing countries. Conservation ini-
tiatives inevitably restrict or prohibit certain uses of ecosystems and place uneven bur-
dens on local communities (Larson et al 2013). Unemployment and poverty may ensue 
from the conservation of agricultural land, along with declines in access to land, food, 
fuel and timber (Keulartz 2013). Local land rights may be usurped ‘in the name of con-
servation’ depending on how the problem is framed and who is implicated (Beymer-Far-
ris and Bassett 2012).
In addition to physical land tenure rights, intellectual property rights to plant genetic re-
sources are essential for custodians to be recognized and rewarded for their contribu-
tions to biodiversity. Farmers’ Rights are enshrined in Article 9 of the International Treaty 
on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) following calls from 
the COP to the CBD and Agenda 21; as well as in the form of Access and Benefit Shar-
ing (ABS) provisions of the Nagoya Protocol to the CBD and the Multilateral System un-
der the ITPGRFA. However these mechanisms still lack clarity and enforceability 
(Moeller and Stannard 2013; Halewood et al 2013), threatening the operationalization of 
Farmers’ Rights and ABS in practice. Without these types of rights the interests of 
communities may still be marginalized in the context of compensatory mechanisms. 
Other preconditions to the functioning of market-based mechanisms are perfect compe-
tition with large numbers of buyers and sellers participating, perfect information amongst 
participants, zero or low transaction costs and free access and exit from the market (Al-
varado-Quesada et al 2014). Alvarado-Quesada et al (2014) describe the ‘thinness’ of 
existing biodiversity markets with small numbers of buyers and sellers, information 
asymmetries among parties causing moral hazards, and high transaction costs associ-
ated with project design, monitoring, reporting and distribution of funds. Institutional 
challenges relating to enforcement and compliance persist. Landowners may engage in 
‘opportunistic behaviour’ and engage in activities prohibited under the contract, espe-
cially when changes to regulatory frameworks on behalf of governments or administer-
ing bodies are anticipated. Non-compliance measures remain unclear in many of the 
existing biodiversity markets (Alvarado-Quesada et al 2014). The verification of service 
delivery is not always in measurable units or easily observable, as is the case with crop 
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genetic diversity. Baseline data is required but not always available (Narloch et al. 
2011). Market intermediaries may be in a position to exert power over contracting par-
ties and influence prices (Kosoy and Corbera 2010).
2.5 Chapter summary 
There is clearly an appeal to simplifying the problem of biodiversity loss into quantifiable 
costs to society that can be internalized by incentivizing biodiversity conservation. Valu-
ation is a practical tool for rendering costs and benefits visible to policy makers and fa-
cilitating the inevitable decisions that need to be made regarding priorities and trade-
offs. The opportunity for mutually-reinforcing gains to be achieved through policy inter-
vention is also attractive. The potential pitfalls in this section arise because of complexi-
ties in practice - complexities which not only threaten the success of conservation inter-
ventions, but have the potential to negatively impact both human and natural ecosys-
tems. 
They key takeaway messages from the preceding four sections are as follows:
I. Conservation strategies are tailored to the level of diversity they seek to protect. The 
full range of genetic and species diversity, as well as ecosystem and functional di-
versity, can only be conserved in situ, while targeted species and the limited genetic 
diversity they represent can be captured in ex situ gene bank facilities.  
II. Valuation has become a mainstream tool for justifying scarce resources being allo-
cated towards biodiversity conservation. Although controversial, this approach is a 
cornerstone of the dominant conservation paradigm which emphasizes the instru-
mental use values of biodiversity and ecosystem services. 
III. Market failure arises when there is a gap between the private and social values as-
sociated with biodiversity. In the case of public goods, private actors do not have in-
centive to take on conservation and less than socially-optimal levels of conservation 
are achieved. As we will see in later chapters, this market failure is particularly hard 
to correct in the case of CWR, from which custodians derive no private benefit. 
IV. Market-based mechanisms for biodiversity conservation represent a potentially lu-
crative way to close the conservation funding gap, particularly in biodiverse rich ar-
eas in developing countries, although a host of concerns challenge their practicality. 
As will be discussed in later chapters, the conservation of CWR very much falls within 
the dominant paradigm: valuation is the primary tool used for communicating benefits in 
monetary terms, and conservation investment is guided by estimates of the instrumental 
use value of select species. The application of market-based mechanisms for incentiviz-
ing CWR in situ conservation is currently in its infant stages, while the cast of characters 
involved in their conservation is still evolving. It is useful to reflect upon the potential im-
plications of this paradigm, using these broader debates as reference points, while in-
terest in CWR is still relatively new and growing. The concepts introduced in this chapter 
provide the foundations for the argument that socially-optimum levels of conservation 
may not be reached despite increased use in crop breeding and increasing interest from 
the international community. Valuation as it is currently practiced may only get us part 
way there.
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Chapter III - Background and context
This chapter reviews published literature on CWR. It is divided into two main sections: 
1) the use of CWR - how modern breeding techniques are facilitating the use of CWR 
today and reviewing efforts to quantify use and to place an economic value on their con-
tributions to modern crop varieties; and 2) the conservation of CWR - their increasingly 
important role in breeding as climate change threatens agroecosystems, pervasive 
threats and their historical neglect from conservation schemes, particularly in situ. 
These sections together provide the necessary context in which to situate the findings of 
this study. This chapter concludes with two succinct lists: the ways in which this thesis 
reinforces the literature reviewed; and the gaps in the literature that this research seeks 
to fill. 
3.1 The use of CWR 
3.1.1 Breeding with wild species   
CWR are species closely related to agricultural crops or other species of socio-econom-
ic value. They are defined as any wild taxon belonging to the same genus (Maxted et 
al., 1997b). The concept of CWR is a human construct based on wild species’ use as 
crop progenitors or gene donors for crop improvement, but otherwise are no different 
than any other wild species found in ecosystems worldwide (Iriondo et al 2008).
CWR have been identified as a critical group of plant genetic resources (PGR) for 
wealth creation, food security and environmental sustainability in the 21st century by 
many (Prescott-Allen and Prescott Allen 1983; Hoyt 1988; Maxted et al 1997b; Meilleur 
and Hodgkin 2004; Heywood and Dulloo 2005; Stolton et al 2006). By facilitating cross-
es between them and cultivated species breeders can transfer novel genetic material to 
primary gene pools to achieve pest or disease resistance, yield improvement, stability 
and quality. As such they are considered important evolutionary genetic reservoirs.
This is not a novel idea. Wild species have been a source of genetic material to develop 
and improve crops since the beginning of agriculture (Hunter and Heywood 2011). By 
definition, all domesticated crops came from wild species and crossing between wild 
and domesticated species is the primary means by which new genetic material is intro-
duced into crop gene pools. The natural and continual introgression of new genes into 
crops has mostly been unconscious throughout history (Hodgkin and Hajjar 2007), and 
modern cultivars of most crops contain some genes derived from a wild relative (Hunter 
and Heywood 2011).
The use of CWR began with the successes introducing pest resistance in grape culti-
vars around 1900, shortly followed by virus resistance in both potato and sugarcane 
(Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986). All modern sugarcane stalks are derived from 
the resulting hybrids (Stalker 1980). The first tomato variety was released that contained 
genes deliberately introduced from a wild relative in 1941, and tomatoes have subse-
quently become the crop that has made the widest use of genes from the largest num-
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ber of wild species (Rick and Chetelat 1995). During the 1940s and 1950s the value of 
wild species to confer useful traits in domesticated crops was more widely recognised 
and many well-known examples ensued including the late blight resistance in potatoes 
and stem rust and other diseases in wheat (Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986). 
The use of wild genes in crop improvement programs for a wider range of crops gained 
prominence by the 1970s and 1980s (Hoyt 1988).
There are, however, limitations to the extent to which the beneficial traits housed by 
CWR can be accessed. Biological barriers to crossing are the most fundamental imped-
iment. Interspecific compatibility between wild and cultivated species depends on ploidy 
levels of species, life history traits (when flowering occurs, for example) and the related-
ness of species. Harlan and de Wet (1971) use the crop gene pool concept to denote 
the relatedness of species within crop families. Species that share a primary gene pool 
are very closely related and can be crossed easily, whereas species found in secondary 
or tertiary gene pools constraints of cross-incompatibility hybrid sterility are more com-
monly encountered. CWR are more commonly found in second and tertiary gene pools 
of cultivated crops. Often crosses between more distantly related species are unsuc-
cessful and result in male sterility and unviable progenies (van de Wiel et al. 2010).
Today, most intraspecific crossing between wild and cultivated species is done using 
modern breeding techniques to overcome biological barriers (Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). 
Modern breeding is defined by Brummer et al. (2011) as the science of improving plants 
to better suit their environments and meet societal needs. This is in contrast to tradition-
al breeding which generally refers to natural selection based on phenotypic traits such 
as high yield, early development, appearance, nutritional or biochemical properties. 
Modern plant breeding still involves phenotypic selection, but increasingly employs ad-
vanced tools to help identify, select and transfer genes of interest with increasing preci-
sion. These include processes for manipulating chromosomes, embryo rescue, marker-
assisted selection and the development of introgression lines, inbred lines, core collec-
tions and mapping populations (see Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). A significant body of litera-
ture documents how these tools are making CWR more usable through better under-
standings of gene-trait relationships and procedures for managing crossing and back-
crossing (Dwivedi et al 2008; Upadhyaya et al 2009; Lobell et al 2008; Maxted and Kell, 
2009; Hunter and Heywood 2011).
Modern breeding has become synonymous with the use of molecular genetics (the 
study of single genes in isolation) and increasingly, genomics (the study of relationships 
between genes and how their expressions are influenced by the environment) (Ford-
Lloyd et al 2011). Genomics approaches build upon established breeding techniques 
and allow for deeper analysis of interactions between genes and with their environment. 
These include sequencing or whole crop genomes, re-sequencing of related species, 
map-based trait identification, analysis of quantitative trait loci and gene isolation (see 
Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). These approaches host an immense potential to unlock the val-
ue of wild genetic diversity. Whole genome sequences are available for many crops and 
the re-sequencing of related gene bank accessions is underway for many crops (Koeb-
ner and Ortiz 2013). 
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It is noteworthy here that while inferring the use of various advanced tools, modern 
breeding is not synonymous with the type of genetic engineering associated with gene-
splicing, or the development of genetically modified organisms (GMOs). Gene-splicing 
is an additional tool that in some cases can be used speed up improvement rates, but is 
almost exclusively used in the commercial sector (Brummer et al. 2011). Only a few for-
eign genes can be altered or added into organisms during ‘transgenic events,’ and is 
impractical and cost-prohibitive in most breeding programs given the current science 
available and the cumbersome regulatory approval processes (ibid).
With the advent of genomics breeders can rely on genotypic rather than phenotypic 
data when selecting individuals to cross - a more efficient way of identifying sources of 
desired traits among under utilized accessions (Koebner and Ortiz 2013). Phenotypic 
data refers to observable characteristics that are expressed by a plant. However a sig-
nificant amount of information about a plant is either not directly observable or is not ex-
pressed (recessive traits), and is stored in the plant’s genome. Next generation se-
quencing refers to the high-throughput re-sequencing of large numbers of related 
genomes, which will allow breeders to screen greater volumes of wild species for de-
sired traits more efficiently than before (Lam et al 2010; Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). Predic-
tive genotyping is described as a ‘quantum leap’ in this process (Koebner and Ortiz 
2013) and will allow breeders to identify sources of desired traits with even more effi-
ciency and accuracy. 
Ford-Lloyd et al (2011) assert that biological barriers to crossing wild and cultivated 
species are being systematically overcome. Koebner and Ortiz (2013) summarize re-
cent developments discussed during the European Association for Research on Plant 
Breeding, held in June 2013, and agree that the perceived constraints of using CWR in 
plant breeding programs are outdated. “The history of plant breeding suggests that a 
level of optimism would not be misplaced” (Koebner and Ortiz 2013: 284).
3.1.2 Efforts to quantify the use of CWR
Despite a lot of optimism expressed throughout the literature, the extent to which CWR 
are used is a challenge to quantify. An immense body of literature documents the suc-
cessful transfer of beneficial traits from wild species to domesticated crops over the past 
four decades. Meta reviews of studies reporting advancements are useful in gaining an 
overall picture of the state of and trends in breeding (Harlan 1976; Stalker 1980; 
Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986; Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007; Maxted and Kell 
2009; Hunter and Heywood 2011). Together they communicate an overall positive trend 
in use as measured by examples of successes and the volume of studies published. 
This section underscores that reviews are limited by the extent to which the literature 
accurately reflects use in practice.
Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen (1986) were the first to examine the nature of and 
trends in the use of wild germplasm in the United States and Canada. Their work con-
tinues to be a widely referenced benchmark in the field. The list of crops grown or im-
ported by the US and Canada that had been significantly improved by wild species in-
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cludes tomato, bread wheat, potato, oat, sunflower, sugar beet, blueberry, alfalfa, sweet 
clover, cotton, tulip, hops, lettuce, sugarcane, palm oil, strawberry, bell pepper, tobacco 
and cacao (Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986: 277-8). They report that achieve-
ments to date were significant, and that there was immense potential for further im-
provement in terms of both improving yields and quality in domesticated crops and rapid 
domestication of new crops. However, although the number of important crop species 
that have benefited from wild genetic resources is “not small,” it is “substantially smaller 
than might be inferred by the literature” (Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986: 276). 
This is in part due to the terminology used in studies describing resistance, tolerance 
and immunity without sufficient quantitative evidence.
As of 1986, yield characteristics were the most commonly transferred traits of interest 
from wild to cultivated species, encompassing pest and disease resistance (most re-
ported), heterosis, high yield potential and precocity. Recorded quality characteristics 
include colour, chemical content and better aroma or flavour. The extent of environmen-
tal adaptability was limited to one species of wild sugarcane and one species of wild ca-
cao lending drought tolerance to their respective domesticates (Prescott-Allen and 
Prescott-Allen 1986). This reflects that it was not a prioritized breeding output of the 
time, at least in the context of CWR.
Hajjar and Hodgkin (2007) undertook the first comprehensive review of the use of wild 
species in breeding since that published by the Prescott-Allens, with the goal of com-
municating how far breeders had come over the course of 20 years. They reported a 
steady increase in the release of cultivars containing wild genes, although their list of 
crops differed substantially, selected according to the mandate crops of the CGIAR. 
They measured CWR use in terms of the number of varieties released and the number 
of different traits successfully transferred from wild to those released species, with some 
references made to varieties under development. Approximately double the number of 
wild species were used for nine of the crops common to the two reviews, and over 100 
beneficial traits had been successfully transferred to released varieties. The crops which 
had benefited the most from CWR until in the mid-1980s continued to be dominant, 
namely wheat and tomato (Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007). 
Hajjar and Hodgkin (2007) also report that although significant, use was more modest 
than had been anticipated. Contributions of CWR “remain less than might have been 
expected given improved procedures for intercrossing species from different gene 
pools, advances in molecular methods for managing backcrossing programs, increased 
numbers of wild species accessions in gene banks, and the substantial literature on 
beneficial traits associated with wild relatives” (Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007:1). Reported 
constraints include limited interspecific crossability despite the development of tech-
niques for embryo rescue, advanced hybridization and other techniques to overcome 
interspecific reproductive barriers; hybrid sterility; genetic drag, or the retention of unde-
sirable traits conferred along with beneficial traits associated with poor agronomic per-
formance and the costly and time-consuming nature of breeding out undesirable traits; 
and the ongoing challenge of understanding pleiotropic effects, when one gene influ-
ences multiple traits. These factors have limited the use of CWR. 
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Hajjar and Hodgkin (2007) grouped beneficial traits into five categories: pest and dis-
ease resistance, abiotic stress tolerance, yield increase, improved quality and male 
sterility or fertility restoration. They found that CGIAR breeders had successfully used 
wild relatives in 13 out of the 19 crops studied, and traits from each of the categories 
had been successfully transferred to released varieties. Pest and disease resistance 
continued to be the most common trait. Very few examples of specifically yield increas-
ing traits were reported, as CWR are generally associated with poor agronomic perfor-
mance. Cytoplasmic male sterility was reported in pearl millet and sorghum, and some 
improvements in quality were recorded in cassava, wheat and tomato. Consistent with 
the results from 20 years prior, the category in which the least benefit had been realised 
was abiotic stress tolerance, or environmental adaptability (Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007). 
Maxted and Kell (2009) provide a comprehensive review of 234 studies published jour-
nal papers, reporting the identification of useful traits in 183 CWR for 29 crop species. 
General findings include that the degree to which CWR are used by breeders varies be-
tween crops and are most prevalent in barley, cassava, potato, rice, tomato and wheat. 
Rice and wheat have benefited the most from wild germplasm, both in terms of the 
number of successful attempts to transfer useful traits and the number of wild species 
used. The most widespread use of CWR remains pest / disease resistance (39%), fol-
lowed by abiotic stress (13%), yield  characteristics (10%) cytoplasmic male sterility and 
fertility restorers (4%) and quality improvers (11%). Although more accounts of abiotic 
stress tolerance were included in this review than that conduced by Hajjar and Hodgkin 
(2007), no studies reporting temperature, drought or salt tolerance were published since 
2006, with the exception of Chen et al (2008), detailing the use a wild barley specie con-
ferring drought and temperature tolerance which was reported by Hajjar and Hodgkin 
(2007).
Maxted and Kell (2009) also comment that although quantitative trait loci have been 
identified in many wild species, their potential to be exploited has yet to be realised in 
breeding programs. The majority of CWR diversity remains untapped while breeding at-
tempts remain unsystematic and non-comprehensive. The increase in volume of publi-
cations citing use of CWR over time is presumed to be the result of technological ad-
vancements.
Hunter and Heywood (2011) provide a less comprehensive but even more recent review 
of published literature. Examples of identified but not yet transferred traits include a 
specific wild specie of wheat (Triticum turgidum, subspecies dicoccides) which has twice 
the concentrations of zinc, iron and protein as domesticated varieties (Chatzav et al 
2010). Schneider et al (2008) document the transfer of genes from a wild species of 
Aegilopes (goatgrass) to a related wheat species resulting in increased resistance to 
leaf rust, stem rust, powdery mildew and nematodes. Likewise, Oryza nivara (wild rice) 
has been used to breed resistance to brown hopper, a common pest to many domesti-
cated species of rice in Sri Lanka (Central Rice Research and Devleopment Institute of 
Sri Lanka, adapted by Hunter and Heywood 2011). 
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These reviews are useful for getting an overall picture of the growing interest in using 
CWR. However published literature does not necessarily correlate with use of CWR in 
practice. Studies are difficult to compare with one another and advancements reported 
cannot easily be aggregated. Terms such as tolerance, resistance and immunity are 
used to communicate varying degrees of success and improvements, and are not al-
ways quantified. Different modes of resistance have varying effects. Durable verses 
transient resistance and polygenic verses monogenic resistance indicate varying de-
grees of effectiveness against variants of pathogens and overall robustness of the resis-
tance (Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986). 
Moreover, the majority of publications come from a basic research perspective rather 
than an applied breeding perspective. Research into the basic biology of species, gene-
trait relationships and the use of particular wild species as model organisms is pub-
lished to a greater extent than ongoing work to develop breeding lines with wild 
germplasm. The identification or even successful transfer of traits does not always result 
in improved commercial cultivars (Maxted and Kell 2009). This leaves the reviewer with 
an impression of what can be done, rather than what is being done.
A case can also be made that ongoing use is underestimated in the literature. Ad-
vancements take time to materialize into tangible breeding outputs. CGIAR scientists 
generally under-publish their ongoing work and prioritize reporting once materials are 
ready to be released in the form of variety release reports (Khoury; Hearne, Interviews). 
Contributions from CWR are also difficult to trace as materials get passed between 
users without associated passport information (Weltzien-Rattunde; Bonierbale, Inter-
views). It is even more difficult to capture information on ongoing private sector work 
which is commercially sensitive and not readily available (Maxted and Kell 2009; East-
wood, Interview). Published literature is therefore an imperfect proxy for use and more 
thorough investigations are required to provide the basis for economic valuations and to 
inform policy. 
3.1.3 Efforts to quantify the economic value of CWR
Economic valuation has been used to justify CWR conservation. Ford-Lloyd et al (2011) 
emphasize that conservation efforts could be bolstered significantly with a greater 
recognition of their value in breeding. Valuations have been undertaken by Prescott-
Allen and Prescott-Allen (1986), Pimentel (1997), Hein & Gatzeiler (2006), Hunter and 
Heywood (2011) and PricewaterhouseCoopers LLD (2013), summarized in table 4. This 
table cannot be used for comparison due to the wide range of parameters and method-
ologies used.
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While these studies are useful for raising awareness of the value of CWR, they are lim-
ited by the extent to which they capture the breadth of ongoing work with wild species. 
The value of CWR is commonly estimated by quantifying the economic value of vari-
eties released with genetic contributions from wild species. For example, the valuation 
conducted by Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen (1986) concluded that wild genetic re-
sources contribute US$350 million annually in terms of the economic value of increased 
yields and quality characteristics, and avoided crop losses achieved by transferring in-
sect and pest resistances from wild to cultivated species. However, as will be discussed 
in more depth in Chapter V, variety release is only the final stage in a very long process 
of breeding. Varieties still in the pipeline, as well as a host of basic research efforts with 
CWR that will never directly result in new varieties, are not counted using this approach.
Valuation exercises are also highly simplified and do not include measures for potential 
use values or resilience values. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) was commis-
sioned by the Kew Millennium Seed Bank in 2013 to conduct a valuation of the current 
and potential indicative global production values of CWR for breeding for biotic and abi-
otic stress tolerance. This valuation exercise is highly simplified. Results from case stud-
ies of four sample crops (wheat, rice, potato and cassava) were extrapolated for 29 pri-
ority crops. They value current and potential benefits for 29 priority crops at US$42 bil-
lion and US$120 billion respectively. If maize, soybean and sugarcane are added to the 
list, values increase to US$68 billion and US$196 billion. The annual gross production 
of the 29 priority crops is valued at US$581 billion in 2010, and US$950 billion if the ad-
ditional three crops are included. The potential benefits included in these estimates are 
assigned based on past economic gains and do not incorporate any risk analysis or 
consideration of future climate change scenarios (Eastwood, Interview).
Moreover, other types of value beyond their instrumental use are excluded from these 
estimations. Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen (1986) acknowledge that all valuations 
Table 4 - Estimates of economic value of CWR
Study             Parameters Estimated value US$
Prescott-Allens 1986 Annual contributions of CWR to US economy from 
domestic and imported sources $350 million
Pimentel 1997 Annual contributions of CWR to US economy $20 billion
Annual contributions of CWR to world economy $115 billion
Hein and Gatzweiler 2006 Net present value of wild coffee genetic resources $1.458 billion
Hunter and Heywood 2011 Annual contributions of the wild sunflower genepool $267-384 million
Annual contributions of a wild tomato species providing 
a 2.4% increase in solids content $250 million
PwC 2013 Current value of CWR genetic contributions $68 billion
Potential value of CWR genetic contributions $196 billion
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are incomplete because they undervalue qualitative aspects and intrinsic values. How-
ever they advocate for a pragmatic approach. Quantitative assessments render at least 
some values visible to policy makers who underestimate the value of some resources 
and exclude them from policy debates. “Describing the contribution and estimating its 
dollar value so that people can judge its significance for themselves does not change 
the aesthetic and other unquantifiable arguments for conserving wild sunflowers, for ex-
ample” (Prescott-Allen and Prescott-Allen 1986: 7). It is noteworthy that the tradition of 
excluding species’ intrinsic values from valuation exercises has continued since. 
The absence of any critical engagement with these valuation studies from the conserva-
tion biology literature is also noteworthy. The pervasive logic within the CWR conserva-
tion community is that there are only utilitarian values associated with them (discussed 
in Chapter VI), thus critics have not emerged from within this community. It is suggested 
here that these valuations have not received a wide enough readership outside of this 
community for the broader debates surrounding biodiversity valuation to be applied to 
the case of CWR. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to apply an alternative val-
uation approach to the case of CWR, it is highlighted here that valuations to date have 
only incorporated a portion of the social benefits derived from their existence. Potential 
use, resilience and intrinsic values in particular are absent. This may have negative im-
plications for conservation, as will be discussed in Chapters VI.
3.2 The conservation of CWR diversity
3.2.1 Adapting agriculture to climate change
Climate change is altering environmental conditions at a pace exceeding the natural 
rate of adaptation of cultivated crops (Maxted and Kell 2009; Hunter and Heywood 
2011), and is a significant threat to biodiversity (Iriondo et al 2008; Ureta et al 2012). 
Phenological cycles of species are being affected (Cleland et al. 2007) with a majority of 
species trending towards earlier flowering and bud burst (Parmeson and Yohe 2003), 
shortened lifecycles and reduced seed production and fertility (Wollenweber et al 2003; 
Iriondo et al 2008). Shifts in altitudinal ranges of species and populations have been 
recorded (Parolo and Rossi 2007; Lenoir et al 2008), with movements towards poles or 
upwards in altitude being the most commonly reported trends (Iriondo et al. 2008).
It is widely acknowledged in the literature that greater genetic variation is required to 
adapt to rapidly changing environmental conditions. CWR are predicted to play an ever 
growing role in crop breeding as climate change places more acute pressures upon 
crop production systems (Vincent et al 2013; Dempewolf et al 2014). They are recog-
nized as a valuable repository of ‘climate ready’ traits even more so than landrace vari-
eties (Breithaupt 2008), due to the diversity of habitats in which they grow and the range 
of conditions to which they are adapted (Maxted and Kell 2009). Most notably, wild 
species are found in marginal lands around agricultural areas and are not the benefac-
tors of farming inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation regimes (Maxted and 
Kell 2009). CWR are likely the only sources for a significant amount of required variation 
(Jarvis et al 2008; Brummer et al 2011). Feuillet et al (2008) go further, asserting that 
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breeders will be unable to sustain crop yields and quality in light of dynamic abiotic and 
biotic threats without greater use of wild species.
The relatively small number of reported of cases of CWR being used to lend increased 
environmental adaptability contrasts with these predictions from the conservation biolo-
gy community. The complexity of traits related to abiotic stress tolerances can account 
for the gap between expected and achieved contributions from CWR thus far. 
Cattivelli et al. (2008) provide an overview of progress made in breeding for drought tol-
erance. The contribution of genomics has so far been marginal, with only a few exam-
ples having been reported. More progress has been made however in terms of a more 
full understanding of traits which sustain yields under drought conditions. Many different 
polygenic traits are involved, regulating root depth, timing of phenological cycles, leaf 
temperature and transpiration efficiency, to name only a few (ibid). Salt tolerance in soils 
is likewise a highly complex trait due to the number of relevant genes and the large en-
vironment by genotype interaction (GxE). Flowers (2004) reviews 68 studies claiming 
increased salt tolerance with a single gene transfer, and concludes that almost all stud-
ies provide insufficient evidence for these claims. Efforts to use wild halophytes (species 
which grow naturally in saline soils) in breeding programs have had limited success, al-
though quantitative trait loci associated with tolerance have been identified in barley, cit-
rus, rice and tomato and in many wild species (Flowers 2004; Colmer et al. 2006). 
Koebner and Ortiz 2013 suggest that sources of desired traits may be identified by 
screening materials originating from areas with climates similar to predicted climate 
change scenarios in major production areas. Marker-assisted selection and quantitative 
trait loci mapping are useful when working with highly complex inherited traits such as 
drought and salt tolerance and are being used increasingly to speed up the breeding 
process (Brummer et al. 2011). The extent that these tools have facilitated the transfer 
of abiotic stress tolerances from wild to cultivated crop gene pools has not been re-
viewed in recent years. However the pace at which this field is advancing, particularly 
with the advent of genomics tools for predictive trait mining, provides a strong rationale 
for investing in CWR conservation.
3.2.2 Conservation in the context of uncertainty
Uncertainty provides a strong rationale for biodiversity conservation. The development 
of new cultivars, even with the use of modern breeding tools, takes an average of 10-12 
years. But this is predicated on the target traits being known and the environment in 
which the cultivars need to be tested being available (Semenov and Halford 2009). 
However breeders often do not have access to, or the ability to experimentally mimic, 
environmental conditions of even the near future to execute field trails (ibid). It is also a 
guessing game as to which traits may be of significance in 15-25 years. Koebner and 
Ortiz (2013) discuss the difficulty in identifying desirable traits given the degree of un-
certainty associated with climate change.
Brummer et al 2011 predict that in the short term, tolerance to adverse soils conditions 
including acidic, aluminum-rich and saline soils will likely be increasingly important 
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traits. This is particularly the case for production on marginal lands and where the salt 
content of irrigated land is increasing (Witcombe et al. 2008). Other desirable traits from 
wild species are likely to include abiotic stress tolerance to high temperatures, tempera-
ture variation and drought (Brummer et al. 2011). Host-pathogen relationships are also 
influenced by changes in climate and as crops move into new areas of cultivation, thus 
finding resistances to novel biotic stresses will continue to be a high breeding priority 
(Brummer et al. 2011). CWR have historically been most able to lend biotic resistances 
to cultivated varieties. 
The effects of climate change on the distributions of CWR are not well known. Species 
vulnerability to climate change is assessed using distribution models, or climatic mod-
els, to estimate how current habitats will decrease or shift under different climate sce-
narios. Threatened species will have projected narrowed climatic envelopes: boundaries 
drawn around species’ habitats based on existing distributions and environmental vari-
ables defining their stress tolerance (Iriondo et al. 2008). Reports predict that wild 
species will generally experience narrowed climatic envelopes and impaired ability to 
adapt to changing climatic conditions as a result (Schwartz et al 2006; Jarvis et al 2008; 
Iriondo et al 2008; Lira et al 2009; Uteta et al 2012; Davis et al 2012).
Jarvis et al. (2008) predict the fragmentation of wild peanut, potato and cowpea habitats 
with 16-22 per cent to become extinct and most species losing over 50 per cent of their 
range by ~2055. Uteta et al. (2012) model distributions of maize races and wild relatives 
in Mexico and identify taxa and geographic regions most vulnerable to climate change. 
Their findings indicate that wild species will experience even more severe declines than 
maize species. Lira et al. (2009) use a modelling approach to map projected marked 
contractions of eight wild species of gourd. Their results show few opportunities for 
species’ survival, while many have shown proven resistance to various diseases which 
may be crucial for domesticated crop improvement (ibid). Cobben et al. (2013) paint an 
even more dire picture. They warn that such modelling approaches are too optimistic 
and have overestimated species migration potential by neglecting two important factors: 
dispersal capacity: species’ capacity to reach their new estimated habitat areas, and 
founder effects: losses in genetic diversity among species while tracking suitable cli-
mate conditions. Thus the impacts of climate change on wild species populations may 
be more severe than predicted.
In addition to climate change, CWR in their natural habitats are subject to an increasing 
range of threats including habitat loss and degradation due to deforestation, desertifica-
tion and urbanization, invasive species, abandonment of traditional agricultural systems 
and weakened traditional knowledge systems (Jarvis et al. 2008). The biodiversity in-
herent to traditional farming systems is being eroded as modern varieties are introduced 
and and the dominant industrial agricultural model continues to spread around the world 
(Wale 2011). 
The literature regarding CWR conservation highlights an immense degree of uncertain-
ty. Breeders are operating within a context of compounding unknowns - unknowns relat-
ing to the usefulness of species currently stored in gene bank collections, the genetic 
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base of complex traits, what future growing conditions will be like, which traits will be 
required in the coming decades, and where sources for these traits may be found. Poli-
cy makers and conservationists are likewise operating within a context of unknowns - 
unknowns related to shifting environmental envelopes of both crops and their wild rela-
tives, the impacts of climate change and other environmental and anthropogenic threats 
on CWR populations, and the relative value of diversity as unknown critical thresholds 
are approached.
This uncertainty highlights the importance of conserving the breadth of genetic diversity 
currently available, as well as its ability to continually adapt to changing environmental 
conditions. This will ensure the availability of inputs into crop improvement programs in 
the future and facilitate the continued adaptation of crops to new climatic extremes and 
shifting spacial boundaries (Ortiz et al 2008). However, as is discussed in the following 
section, CWR have been historically neglected from both in situ and ex situ conserva-
tion efforts despite this urgent need to protect them. 
3.2.2 A lack of conservation tradition 
The conservation of CWR has been almost entirely focused on their collection and stor-
age in gene bank facilities rather than in protected areas (Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). How-
ever to date ex situ collections remain predominantly comprised of socio-economically 
important crops, while the vast majority of crop species remain underrepresented 
(Maxted and Kell 2009). Wild species are particularly underrepresented, including wild 
relatives of the world’s most important food crops such as Triticum and Aegilops, proven 
to be of immense value in wheat breeding (Ford-Lloyd et al 2011). ‘Backing up’ wild ge-
netic diversity in ex situ collections will become increasingly important as environmental 
change happens at a faster rate than species can migrate, even in assisted migration 
scenarios (FAO 2010). 
In situ conservation of CWR, specifically the establishment of gene reserves, has yet to 
be systematically applied beyond a very few number of few cases (Ford-Lloyd et al 
2011). Protected areas are most commonly designated to protect climax vegetation, 
whereas CWR are rarely associated with climax communities, usually found in interme-
diate stages of succession and disturbed, pre-climax communities. They have evolved 
this way due to human intervention (Maxted et al 1997b; Iriondo et al 2008).
Where the inclusion of CWR in protected areas is incidental their management is often 
ineffective due to their unique requirements and competing interests with other targeted 
species (Iriondo et al 2008). CWR often require active conservation or dynamic inter-
vention. Management may entail control of nutrients, erosion control, burning, invasive 
species, habitat disturbances, grazing and other interventions preventing the site from 
reaching its natural climax state (Maxted et al 2008; Hunter and Heywood 2011). The 
removal of such controls is to species’ detriment. Outside of protected areas CWR are 
found in marginal environments such as roadsides and field margins but likewise not 
actively managed for genetic diversity conservation.
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A small subset of protected areas are classified as genetic reserves. A small subset of 
these are tailored for the conservation of plant genetic resources for food and agricul-
ture (PGRFA) (Hunter and Heywood 2011), of which there are very few to CWR conser-
vation (Irionda et al 2008). The location of reserves is often decided upon based on 
practical concerns such as the concentration of human populations, suitability of the 
land for activities such as agriculture, urbanization and logging, or novel ecosystem val-
ue and not because they are hotspots of biodiversity (Maxted et al 2007). The conserva-
tion of CWR diversity is not deemed to be a priority within the protected area community 
(Vincent et al 2013).
On farm conservation emphasizes the sustainable management of genetic diversity of 
locally developed landraces with associated wild species by farmers within traditional 
agricultural systems. While the primary objective of genetic reserves is the conservation 
of genetic diversity, that of on-farm conservation is the maintenance of the traditional 
farming system itself irrespective of genetic diversity (Maxted et al 2006). Iriondo et al 
(2008) note that although in practice these approaches generally look the same, the dif-
ference in focus can have implications for the way the area is managed. For example, 
the introduction of new high-yielding varieties in an agroecosystem can lead to the dis-
placement of existing genetic diversity while the traditional system in that area is pre-
served. The genetic reserve approach is more favourable to the conservation of CWR 
diversity.
Russian botanist N. I. Vavilov is most well known for his identification of centres of ori-
gin/centres of domestication for the world’s most important food crops (1931). Vavilov 
centres of origin are large geographical areas where domesticated species have sur-
vived the longest and where their genetic variation is most highly concentrated. There 
are very few and small protected ares within Vavilov centres of origin (Maxted and Kell 
2009). A study published by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in 2004 found that protec-
tion in places with the highest levels of crop diversity was less than the global average. 
Amend et al (2008) note that where the protected areas did overlap with significant ar-
eas for agrobiodiversity, little attention was given to the management of landraces and 
CWR. 
Limited in situ conservation measures have been undertaken by national governments. 
Floristic inventories including CWR have been undertaken by some national govern-
ments in cooperation with various organizations. Bolivia’s Red Book, developed using 
the IUCN approach to species diversity monitoring, details the country’s biodiversity and 
has become a widely referenced achievement. Some national governments have de-
veloped incentive schemes in the form of financial subsidies in an effort to maintain 
such areas. Such measures can have positive short-term effects, however genetic di-
versity conservation by definition requires long-term investment. More formal conserva-
tion measures are required as such funding mechanisms are difficult to maintain, partic-
ularly in developing countries where CWR are largely located and resources are limited 
(Iriondo et al 2008). 
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International support has facilitated in situ conservation to some extent. The European 
Union and FAO have provided support to local partners to establish genetic reserves for 
CWR in the past, as well as international non governmental organizations such as WWF 
to a lesser extent. It is noteworthy that projects have been short-term and implemented 
predominantly in isolation of each other (Hunter and Heywood 2011). The timescale of 
projects is a major constraint of CWR conservation. Generally 30 years or more are re-
quired to begin to realize benefits, while funding from international donors is usually lim-
ited to 3-5 years without the possibility or renewal. Hunter and Heywood (2011) empha-
size that the development of long-term conservation strategies and the securement of 
sustainable funding sources are more likely if CWR national action plans are already in 
place.
The largest-scale initiative to date was undertaken by the Global Environment Frame-
work together with the United National Environmental Program (GEF-UNEP) in 2004. 
CWR projects have been implemented in five partner countries: Armenia, Bolivia, 
Madagascar, Sri Lanka and Uzbekistan. The project worked with national governments 
to create legislation consistent with international agreements (CBD and ITPGRFA), de-
velop coherent national strategies to conserve CWR and build capacity to undertake 
CWR surveys and collect baseline data, develop management plans and put in place 
monitoring and conservation activities for CWR (Hunter and Heywood 2011). 
Other examples include the Potato Park, an indigenous bicultural heritage area in Peru 
which actively manages for the breadth of agrobiodiversity found within its borders (Ar-
gumedo, 2008), and the Tehuacan Cuicatlan UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in Mexico 
established in 2012 in recognition of it being a centre of origin for a variety of socio-eco-
nomically important food crops including maize, pepper, amaranth, avocado, pumpkin 
and beans (UNESCO MAB website).
There are several underlying causes of the lack of investment from the international 
donor community. One is that agrobiodiversity conservation suffers from a lack of tradi-
tion of collaboration. The range of stakeholders affected is extensive because it brings 
together two sets of actors which normally do not work together: agriculture and biodi-
versity conservation. “The current disconnect existing among agencies presents con-
siderable challenges for partnership and coordination, as well as for establishing a suit-
able policy/legal enabling environment for CWR conservation” (Hunter and Heywood 
2011: 17). 
A second potential cause is donor atrophy. Donors involved in CWR in situ conservation 
such as GEF-UNEP are not in a position to provide long-term support beyond short-
term project funding. They need to actively seek out conservation partners with the 
mandate and capacity to plan and coordinate CWR in situ conservation activities, which 
has proved to be a significant challenge (Hunter and Heywood 2011).
CWR conservation has featured in international policy documents increasingly over the 
past decade. The European Crop Wild Relative Diversity Assessment and Conservation 
Forum, launched in 2005, produced the first comprehensive catalogue of CWR and 
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produced baseline data, assessed the threat and conservation status of CWR and de-
veloped standardized methodologies for data management, population management 
and monitoring, and assessment of genetic erosion and genetic pollution (Iriondo et al 
2008). The Forum published the Global Strategy for Crop Wild Relatives Conservation 
and Use in 2007 which outlines the creation of a global mechanism/clearing house for 
CWR conservation and use, national CWR inventories and global priority CWR lists and 
priority sites. 
In 2009, Maxted and Kell published a report on behalf of the FAO Commission on Ge-
netic Resources for Food and Agriculture, entitled Establishment of a Global Network for 
the In Situ Conservation of CWR: Status and Needs. They provide an overview of the 
priority areas for conservation by both region and priority taxa. The widely cited report 
outlines steps for national CWR strategy planning, identifies important areas and con-
servation gaps for CWR and methodologies for selecting priority taxa for conservation. 
The 2012 report from the FAO Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agricul-
ture (CGRFA) Technical Workshop, Towards the establishment of a global network for in 
situ conservation and on-farm management of PGRFA, outlines a set of recommenda-
tions and next steps for creating this network.
Other recent international initiatives include the European Union funded European Crop 
Wild Relative Diversity Assessment and Conservation Forum (www.pgrforum.org), the 
IUCN’s Crop Wild Relative Specialist Group (www.cwrsg.org), and the recently inaugu-
rated CWR global portal (www.cropwildrelatives.org). 
In Nagoya, Japan in 2010 (COP 10) the Conference of the Parties to the CBD estab-
lished the Aichi Biodiversity Targets as a strategic plan to halt the loss of biodiversity by 
2020 (http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/). Target 13 reads, By 2020, the genetic diversity of 
cultivated plants and farmed and domesticated animals and of wild relatives, including 
other socio-economically as well as culturally valuable species, is maintained, and 
strategies have been developed and implemented for minimizing genetic erosion and 
safeguarding their genetic diversity. It remains to be seen whether the Aichi Biodiversity 
Targets may be achieved, and how a global network may be effectively operationalized 
in order to work towards this goal. Despite a clear need to safeguard wild species by 
establishing genetic reserves in Vavilov centres of origin, progress has been very slow 
and only a very few examples exist today. 
 
3.3 Chapter summary
The literature discussing the use of CWR highlights how modern breeding tools are fa-
cilitating the transfer of genetic diversity from secondary and tertiary gene pools to pri-
mary crop gene pools with increasing efficiency. Although quantifying use has been a 
challenge, optimism is pervasive within the scientific community that CWR will play an 
increasingly important role in crop breeding in the years to come. 
The literature regarding CWR conservation highlights an immense degree of uncertain-
ty, which underscores the imperative to conserve the breadth of genetic diversity that 
exists today along with its capacity to continue to evolve along with changing conditions. 
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It also highlights the lack of tradition of conservation of crop genetic diversity. The active 
management of CWR diversity through the establishment of a global network of genetic 
reserves will ensure the availability of inputs into crop improvement programs in the fu-
ture while technological advancements continue to facilitate their utilization.
The salient points highlighted in this chapter are as follows:
I. Technological developments are facilitating the increased use of CWR;
II. Efforts to estimate use and quantify economic value have been limited;
III. CWR will become increasingly important as climate change threatens the integrity of 
agroecosystems; 
IV. The full breadth of genetic diversity that exists today along with its capacity to evolve 
along with changing environmental conditions will be required to secure the global 
food system in the future; and 
V. Progress towards achieving in situ conservation has been very slow and examples 
to date are few in number. A global network of in situ conservation areas (Maxted 
and Kell 2009) has yet to be implemented. 
These points are reinforced by the research findings presented in the chapters to follow. 
The gaps identified throughout this chapter include:
I. An accurate and up-to-date account of the use of CWR in crop improvement pro-
grams in light of technological advancements and increasing pressures associated 
with climate change;
II. An analysis of the extent to which CWR are being used to lend traits associated with 
environmental adaptation to modern crop varieties;
III. Critiques of valuation efforts which are based exclusively on the economic value of 
genetic contributions to modern crop varieties; and
IV. Reflections upon the potential implications of conservation policies guided by valua-
tions focused on direct use values associated with CWR. 
This thesis seeks to address these gaps in the chapters to follow.  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Chapter IV - Methodology  
This research is rooted within an ecological paradigm that recognizes the intrinsic val-
ues of nature and the essential role that biodiversity plays in maintaining the wellbeing 
of complex socio-ecological systems. Holistic conceptualizations of nature are held 
above reductionist approaches to valuing ecosystem components and services. It is im-
portant to acknowledge that despite efforts to report objectively, the research paradigm 
influences how results are interpreted and what gets emphasized or de-emphasized.
This thesis employs a qualitative research methodology. It involves a systematic theo-
retical investigation into the why and how of a particular phenomenon, beyond an empir-
ical account of the way things are, through the use of various qualitative research meth-
ods.
A mixed method approach is employed comprised of a traditional qualitative research 
method and grounded theory method. The traditional approach involves using existing 
theory to develop hypotheses and deduce findings. The conceptual framework (Chapter 
II) and the literature review (Chapter III) provide a theoretical framework from which to 
make predictions and analyze data. The grounded theory method is an inductive ap-
proach, grounded in the data collected. To a degree the emergent themes from the data 
informed the selection of an appropriate theoretical framework and most applicable lit-
erature. The melding of theory and evidence was an iterative process. 
Modes of data collection include content analysis of both existing literature, targeted 
semi-structured interviews with key informants, and content analysis of additional doc-
uments. Literature from a variety of disciplines including crop breeding, conservation 
biology and ecological economics were reviewed, as well as policy documents and eco-
nomic valuation studies. Sources of literature were identified through key word searches 
in the University of Waterloo library online database and recommendations made by key 
informants.
The first round of interviews was conducted with crop breeders and gene bank man-
agers affiliated with the CGIAR crop improvement centres, with a few supplementary 
perspectives from university institutions where more appropriate given the context of the 
crop in question and where significant gaps in data remained. The second round of in-
terviews was conducted with experts in the field of CWR conservation. These included 
academics and representatives from international organizations engaged in CWR con-
servation. The selection of key informants was done according to job descriptions and 
levels of experience, speciality in breeding with CWR or otherwise immense capacity to 
speak to the topic at hand, irrespective of gender, age, nationality or any other demo-
graphic factors. Interviews were conducted between February and April, 2014. Appendix 
I provides a list of key informants. Questions were open-ended and the interviews fol-
lowed a conversation-style format. Appendix II provides a general interview template. 
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A subsequent round of content analysis was done with a series of confidential meeting 
reports which arose from three years of consultations coordinated by the Global Crop 
Diversity Trust, in collaboration with Kew Millennium Seed Bank, as part of the ten year 
Adapting Agriculture to Climate Change project (see Dempewolf et al 2014). Consulta-
tions brought together a diverse group of scientists and crop breeders on the cutting-
edge of their research in taxonomy, genetic resources, applied plant breeding and ge-
nomics. Representatives from universities, private breeding companies, national agricul-
tural research centres (NARS) and CGIAR crop improvement programs were brought 
together to discuss recent advancements in using CWR, bottlenecks in the breeding 
process and strategies for moving forward. 
One forthcoming piece of literature is referenced frequently in the following chapter. 
Gregory J. Baute (University of British Columbia), Hannes Dempewolf (Global Crop Di-
versity Trust) and Loren H. Rieseberg (Indiana University) are experts in the field of ge-
nomics approaches to breeding. A draft version of their book chapter entitled, ‘Using 
genomic approaches to unlock the potential of CWR for crop adaptation to climate 
change’ provides valuable insight into recent progress and potential of using CWR.
Data analysis was done using a thematic coding approach and NVivo 10 qualitative 
data analysis software. Interviews were transcribed and uploaded along with the series 
of consultation meeting reports. Themes were then identified within transcripts and re-
ports and used to connect data with relevant literature. Coding is an interpretive tech-
nique that organizes the data is such a way that meaning can be drawn naturally from it. 
The first step in data analysis was to read through all documents and take note of 
themes and ideas that resurfaced. The second step was to again read through all doc-
uments and assign codes to these themes and ideas. The third step involved arranging 
the codes into hierarchies, or ‘supranodes’ and then into a network of concepts. The 
common strains from each of the stories told by key informants became one story of the 
use and conservation of CWR. 
The selection of crops was done in consideration of those included in previous studies, 
included in Annex 1 of the International Treaty for Plant Genetic Resources for Food 
and Agriculture, the mandate crops of the CGIAR, the overall importance of crops in the 
global food system in terms of staple foods, and the availability of most relevant experts.  
The crops included in this study are banana, barley, bean, cassava, chickpea, cowpea, 
finger millet, lentil, maize, oat, pearl millet, potato, rice, sorghum, soybean, sweet pota-
to, tomato, wheat and yam. 
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Chapter V - What the wild things do  
This chapter documents the current use of CWR in public international crop improve-
ment programs. The first section briefly documents the process and current realities and 
limitations of using CWR accessions stored in gene bank facilities, as well as opportuni-
ties which exist for improving the process. This background information provides context 
for both the research findings to follow in this chapter and discussion and analysis re-
garding the insufficiency of a dominant conservation paradigm focused on ex situ con-
servation in subsequent chapters. 
The second and third sections document the key results from the first research ques-
tion: to what extent are CWR being used within CGIAR crop improvement programs to-
day? These sections discuss emerging trends and how wild species are being used in 
particular to adapt cultivated crops to predicted climate change scenarios. The fourth 
section puts forward predictions regarding future use, using the availability of genomics 
resources and the genetic variation within crop gene pools as indicators. Assuming that 
this model has predictive value, it suggests that CWR will be used more in the coming 
years. This is consistent with predictions from both crop breeding the conservation biol-
ogy communities. These findings are relevant to the CWR conservation community ad-
vocating for increased conservation investment.
A key message echoed throughout this chapter is that the majority of ongoing work with 
CWR has yet to result in tangible breeding outputs in terms of modern varieties being 
released. Valuation exercises based on the economic value of the genetic contributions 
to improved crop varieties thereby underestimate the potential use values of CWR for 
crop improvement. This is particularly noteworthy given that valuations are based exclu-
sively on instrumental use values of species, which should include potential use value. 
This point will be elaborated upon in Chapter VII. 
5.1 The current realities of the breeding process
The network of CGIAR gene banks around the world hold the genetic diversity used as 
inputs into crop improvement programs. This system is well-established and is charac-
terized by a very high degree of technical capacity among scientists, relative financial 
stability provided for by the Global Crop Diversity Trust endowment fund and protocols 
for managing the viability of accessions stored within them. However there remains a 
series of limitations to the extent that the overall gene banking system can facilitate use 
of wild species. This section summarizes the process of and challenges to accessing 
the benefits housed within wild genetic diversity. 
The process of using CWR for crop improvement requires a significant amount of time, 
resources and expert capacity. Both basic and applied research is involved. Basic re-
search includes inter alia gene discovery, or the identification of resistance / tolerance 
genes in novel species, and the development of advanced genomics approaches and 
the sequencing and re-sequencing of whole genomes. These scientists tackle unan-
swered questions regarding species’ basic biological traits and taxonomy which need to 
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be addressed in order to make use of CWR. Applied breeders develop new crop vari-
eties and evaluate materials as they move along the continuum (Sackville-Hamilton, In-
terview).
The term ‘pre-breeding’ is often used to describe the critical link between gene discov-
ery and variety development. Pre-breeding extends to all activities relating to the identi-
fication of desirable traits and associated genes from wild genetic material that cannot 
be used directly in breeding programs, and the transfer of traits to an intermediate set of 
materials that breeders can then use in variety development (FAO 2008). ‘Pre-breeding’ 
material then refers to varieties in the very beginning stages of development when wild 
genes are first transferred into cultivated crop backgrounds. Many rounds of evaluation 
and selection are then required to ‘breed-out’ undesired traits while retaining the desired 
contributions from the wild parent. This is process is referred to as backcrossing. 
Consistent with the literature, biological barriers to crossing wild and cultivated species 
remain one of the most significant constraints to use. While progress has been made to 
overcome crossing barriers they remain a substantial hurdle for the increased use of 
CWR in crop improvement programs. It is important to note that interspecific crossability 
between wild and cultivated species varies considerably among crops. Some wild 
species of sorghum, for example, are considered as primary gene pool material and 
naturally occurring hybridization between wild and cultivated species is common 
(Weltzien-Raltunde, Interview). In the case of cowpea on the other hand breeders have 
been unable to achieve viable crosses between wild and cultivated species (Fatokun, 
Interview). 
Intuitively, wild species retain many of the traits associated with poor agronomic perfor-
mance that have been systematically selected out of domesticated species. These in-
clude inter alia low yields, seed shattering and small seed size. Linkage drag refers to 
the transfer of unwanted traits along with wanted traits into cultivated crop gene pools. 
Blocks of traits are often inherited together (large sections of chromosomes) and it is a 
challenge for breeders to isolate targeted traits within these blocks and transfer them 
individually. Efforts to increase genetic recombination rates are focused on breaking up 
these blocks in order to isolate targeted traits and reduce linkage drag (Jena, Interview). 
Methods such as transgressive segregation are still under development and are not 
widely accessible to most breeding communities. Linkage drag remains a significant de-
terrent to using wild species in crop improvement programs.
The lack of any information for accessions currently held in gene banks is highlighted as 
another significant constraint. Passport data is missing for significant portions of collec-
tions, which includes collection coordinates (latitude and longitude) and information 
about species’ habitats including vegetation and soil types (including soil pH and soil 
samples), population size, evidence of habitat disturbances, location relative to agricul-
tural fields and associated local knowledge. Basic documentation is also missing. Basic 
characterization and evaluation data is also missing. This includes species’ phenotypic 
characteristics and how they respond to different stresses under various growing condi-
tions. While gene banks are well placed to undertake gene discovery and collect pheno-
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typic information for accessions such as grain size that can be recorded at one place at 
one time, the investment required of evaluation is beyond the budget of gene banks 
(Sackville-Hamilton, Interview). Without sufficient passport, characterization and evalua-
tion data it is a guessing game for breeders to select new material for screening for a 
particular trait. Breeders have not developed systematic or comprehensive strategies for 
characterizing CWR (Jansky et al 2013). 
Breeders then restrict the use of wild species to those which have natural history 
records, some curator knowledge about a given accession’s characteristics, or have 
been used in prior breeding programs and for which there is already some phenotypic 
and genotypic information available (Baute et al, forthcoming). The underutilization of 
wheat accessions illustrates this point well. The use of CWR in wheat improvement is 
very well established and much attention has been devoted to the collection and con-
servation of wild wheat species because of this extensive history. Existing collections 
now cover much of the diversity of primary, secondary and tertiary wheat gene pools, 
yet this diversity remains largely unexplored on account of the lack of characterization 
data available for accessions. Wheat breeders continue to limit their use to material 
which has been used before. Only about 4-5% of the wild accessions stored in the 
CIMMYT gene bank are used to develop pre-breeding materials, while it is predicted 
that sources of resistance to most biotic and abiotic stresses will be found in the existing 
collection (Braun, Interview).
It is difficult to predict how genes from wild species will be expressed once transferred 
into cultivated crop backgrounds, even in the event that some characterization informa-
tion is available. Wild species can carry beneficial allelic variation for traits without ex-
pressing them directly, revealing these ‘masked’ or ‘cryptic’ traits during the crossing 
process. Experts in wheat and banana in particular emphasize how cryptic variation can 
result in significant, and often unexpected, superior performance of crosses between 
wild and cultivated species (Swennen; Braun, Interviews). The perception of wild 
species’ inferiority based on their agronomic performance at face value deters breeders 
from exploring them for useful traits. 
Experts across the crop communities call for a more systematic evaluation and screen-
ing of trait variability within CWR collections. However screening all wild species for hid-
den traits of interest, whether directly expressed or cryptic, is an impossibility for most 
crops. While single gene traits such as pest resistances are often expressed directly 
(i.e. the absence of the pest indicates the plant’s resistance), other traits are best 
screened for once transferred into domesticated backgrounds as pre-breeding materi-
als. This requires significant effort that is beyond the means of most breeding programs, 
so the vast majority wild diversity remains unexplored.
The usefulness of existing collections is further limited by the challenge of maintaining 
genetic stocks. In some cases funding constraints limit how often managers can grow 
out accessions and maintain the viability of collections. Gene flow between accessions 
during regeneration cycles threaten the integrity of collections (GCDT internal reports). 
Handling errors are also unavoidable when dealing with large collections (Baute et al, 
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forthcoming) and capacity limitations persist without standardized seed dormancy and 
germination protocols to follow (GCTD internal reports).
To make matters worse, information is also lost when accessions are moved between 
gene banks around the globe and are involved in various breeding programs. When 
samples are sent and received by gene banks it is not clear whether they can be traced 
to the same origin as existing samples or are morphologically duplicate (GCDT internal 
reports). Some accessions that have been held for decades may be misidentified with-
out their taxonomy ever being confirmed. Where taxonomy is identified correctly, infor-
mation recorded for ecological and environmental conditions is not passed along with 
the germplasm being exchanged (GCDT internal reports). Without accurate documenta-
tion both gene bank curators and potential users of materials are left with unanswered 
questions regarding how much diversity is in each accession, how similar accessions 
are and where duplication exists, and which cross-section of a collection captures the 
most diversity (Baute et al, forthcoming).
Having core collections that accurately represent the genetic variability available in wild 
populations is essential. Core collections are cross-sections of gene bank collections 
put together by gene bank curators for the purpose of condensing the genetic variation 
present in the collection to a manageable number of accessions to be screened for 
traits of interest. Core collections are assembled by dividing accessions into phenotypic, 
life history, taxonomic or ecogeographic groups and then selecting representatives from 
each group (Baute et al, forthcoming).There is an increased expectation that gene 
banks keep more detailed passport data on all new accessions coming in and develop 
core collections which adequately represent the genetic variation available across pri-
mary, secondary and tertiary crop gene pools (Sackville-Hamilton, Interview).
Passport data may facilitate predictive trait mining: the selection of wild species for 
crossing based on the likelihood that they house a particular trait given where they were 
collected from. The focused identification of germplasm strategy (FIGS) is an approach 
for assembling core collections that uses collection locality information to predict which 
accessions are most likely to have specific traits of interest (Mackay and Street 2004; 
Khazaei et al 2013). When new mutations are favoured by selection, i.e. when a ran-
dom genetic recombination event results in a desirable trait that is then widely selected 
for, that allele is brought into higher frequency in a given geographic location. Locations 
linked to the mutation event will by extension have reduced diversity. Genomic data on 
the presence, size and number of regions within the genome that have experienced 
high selection pressure will lend valuable insight into how local adaptation happens and 
how they can be harnessed in breeding programs. Genomics approaches will help iden-
tify sources of candidate genes for traits of interest (Baute et al, forthcoming).
Intuitively, detailed data on collection sites should lend valuable insights into the poten-
tial usefulness of species. For example, species which have co-evolved in the same re-
gion as a given pathogen likely host sources of resistance. Likewise species from 
drought-affected areas likely host mechanisms for drought tolerance (Khazaei et al 
2013). Experts from the bean community highlight how geographic information systems 
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(GIS) data will help orientate germplasm evaluation. Different types of drought stress 
(intermittent, terminal) result in bean species that have developed different phenotypic 
traits to adapt (GCDT internal reports). Experts from most crop communities acknowl-
edge the value in assessing environmental factors at collection sites for predicting the 
value of accessions in breeding, however very little is published on this (GCDT internal 
reports). 
Strategies for increasing coordination and information sharing among gene banks, pre-
breeding and breeding programs have been initiated. CWR will become exponentially 
more usable as coordination and information sharing improves. Online databases and 
portals such as the Plant Genetic Diversity Gateway (http://pgrdiversity.bioversityinter-
national.org/) and the Diversity Seek initiative (http://www.divseek.org/) are being devel-
oped. These resources will increase access to CWR accessions, pre-breeding materials 
in development, associated characterization and evaluation data and genomics re-
sources among crop scientists along the breeding chain.
Funding constraints underpin the majority of the challenges discussed in this section. 
Identifying, isolating and transferring traits of interest from wild species into cultivated 
crop backgrounds, and then evaluating this material, is a time consuming endeavour 
and requires longterm funding commitments. Funding is identified as a limiting factor to 
increasing the use of CWR across all crop communities surveyed. Breeding programs 
with relatively well-secured sources of funding have enabled crop scientists to take ad-
vantage of some of advancements made to a greater extent, in particular genomics re-
sources and tools for predictive trait mining. Strategies for increasing use are unique to 
each community depending on information and resources available. This likewise ac-
counts for much of the disparity in use among crops, documented in the following sec-
tion. 
5.2 A positive trend in the use of CWR
The steady increase in the use of CWR reported by Hajjar and Hodgkin (2007) has con-
tinued until today. Pre-breeders and gene bank managers report a range of advance-
ments, including new varieties released and new sources of traits identified. A strong 
positive trend is described explicitly by experts in barley, chickpea, lentil, rice, soybean, 
tomato, wheat and yam breeding communities. Experts highlight ongoing explorations, 
advancements and great potential for all other crops with the exceptions of cowpea and 
common bean.
Figure 2 presents the state of use across three time intervals: until the mid 1980s, from 
1986 to 2007, and from 2007 until the present, plus projected use post 2014. Extensive 
use describes the successful development and release of many new cultivars with ge-
netic contributions from wild species; considerable use denotes that few varieties have 
been released; moderate use describes crop communities which have yet to release 
varieties with wild germplasm but that have made significant gains in terms of identifying 
sources of new traits, successfully transferring traits to cultivated crop backgrounds and 
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overcoming crossing barriers; and modest use denotes that very little exploration into 
wild gene pools has taken place. 
The use of CWR remains highly crop-dependent. Crops with long histories of breeding 
with CWR continue to benefit the most from wild progenitors, having well established 
breeding programs with relatively secured sources of funding. Rice, tomato and wheat 
in particular have well-established pre-breeding programs that focus specifically on 
CWR and more advanced tools at the disposal of pre-breeders for identifying traits of 
interest and making crosses. Looking at rice for one example, new breeding lines have 
been developed and a number of wild species’ genomes have been re-sequenced to 
understand the function of genes and how genes control for various types of resistances 
and tolerances to different stress conditions since 2007 (Jena, Interview).
At the other end of the spectrum cowpea, cassava, lentil, sorghum, sweet potato, yam, 
pearl and finger millets are in the earlier states of using CWR. These are commonly re-
ferred to as ‘orphaned’ or ‘neglected’ status crops which have yet to benefit from large-
scale investment in pre-breeding programs. Substantial progress has been made within 
the majority of these crops since last reported, including the identification of new 
sources of resistances/tolerances and collection of characterization and evaluation in-
formation through screening of wild germplasm for traits of interest.
Advanced tools and methods for facilitating interspecific crosses are now being em-
ployed outside of the crop communities which have traditionally benefited the most from 
CWR. For example, while lentil breeders at ICARDA have historically made very limited 
use of wild germplasm, genes for many traits have been successfully transferred into 
cultivated crop backgrounds facilitated through embryo rescue (Agrawal, Interview). 
This work suggests that CWR will make significant contributions in the coming years. In 
fact, optimism is pervasive across the crop communities surveyed that advancements 
will, and in many cases already have, facilitate increased use of CWR.
Contrary to expert opinions that there is an overall positive trend in use, Figure 2 depicts 
a mixed story with some advancement and some regression. Two more crops have 
benefited from extensive use (barley and soybean); two fewer have benefited from con-
siderable use (chickpea and cassava); and there is a net loss of one crop benefiting 
from at least moderate use. Just as reviewers before had found, progress measured in 
terms of tangible breeding outputs paints a more modest picture of the current use of 
wild species than is described by pre-breeders, gene bank managers and conservation-
ists. 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Figure 2 - CWR use by crop
Crop Mid 1980s 1986-2007 2007-2014 Post 2014 
Wheat Extensive Extensive Extensive use
• Many varieties & introgression lines 
released
• Many different types of traits trans-
ferred from wild species
• High prevalence of wild germplasm in 
all new varieties released*
• Extensive use outside of CGIAR - 
several varieties released**
Rice Unreported Extensive
Tomato* Extensive Extensive
Oat* Extensive Unreported
Barley** Unreported Considerable 
Soybean** Modest Modest
Banana Unreported Considerable Considerable use
• Few varieties release
• Difficult to track pedigree***Potato*** Considerable 
Maize Moderate Moderate use
• Varieties not yet released
• New and valuable traits identified
• Ongoing efforts to characterize & 
evaluate collections
• Techniques to overcome crossing 
barriers being employed
Chickpea Considerable 
Cassava Considerable 
Lentil Modest
Sorghum Moderate
Sweet potato Unreported
Yam Unreported
Pearl millet Moderate Modest use
• Very little exploration of wild gene 
pools
• Crosses achieved but no varieties 
released
Finger millet Unreported
Bean Moderate
Cowpea Modest
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
Genomics resources
Reference genome & re-sequenced genomes available !
Reference genome available & re-sequencing underway !
Reference genome available !
Genome sequencing underway !
No resources available  !
! !
Need to look to CWR for required genetic 
variation
!  Insufficient variation in LR & crop gene pools
!  Sufficient variation for some traits
!  Sufficient variation, with some exceptions
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
! !
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The cases of chickpea and cassava seem to represent regressions in use since 2007. 
But significant work has been initiated since 2008 to develop varieties from wild chick-
pea accessions selected for cold and drought tolerance and Fusarium wilt, Asocyta 
blight and other biotic resistances (Hamwieh; Amri, Interviews). In the case of cassava, 
passed reports of CWR being used to lend pest and disease resistances have been 
called into question. At the same time new sources for traits have been identified since 
2007, including a number of quality traits (post-harvest deterioration, high protein con-
tent and amylose-free starch), many different pest and disease resistances, and drought 
tolerance by deepening root systems (Hershey, Interview). 
On the other hand, advances in soybean since 2007 are overstated by Figure 2. While 
there has been no use of wild species within the IITA soybean program (Agrama, Inter-
view), the US has long since made extensive use of CWR for improving soybean (Jack-
son, Interview). Most, if not all, of disease resistance in the last 30 to 50 years have 
been achieved through accessing CWR collections, and as a byproduct yields have 
been protected. While Jackson suggests that there has in fact been an increased inter-
est in using CWR within the past five years, the history of use precedes that of the last 
decade (Jackson, Interview). 
5.3 The role of CWR in adapting agriculture to climate change
Hajjar and Hodgkin (2007) grouped beneficial traits into five categories: pest and dis-
ease resistance, abiotic stress tolerance, yield increase, improved quality and male 
sterility or fertility restoration. Figure 3 uses these categories to illustrate the types of 
traits transferred from wild species to released crop varieties across the same three 
time intervals, in addition to ongoing work depicted in the last column, Post 2014.
Today, biotic resistances continue to be the most common type of trait borrowed from 
CWR (column 2007-2014, Fig 3). This makes sense given that resistances to pests and 
diseases are generally easier to identify and transfer as they tend to be less complex 
than abiotic stress tolerances and are expressed directly in the wild species themselves, 
facilitating screening. The presence of resistance genes from CWR is prevalent across 
all new tomato introversion lines distributed to national partners and new oat varieties 
released since 2007 (Hanson; Diederichsen, Interviews). Progress been made to identi-
fy new sources of resistance and create more durable resistances. For example in the 
case of wheat, the Saintsbury Laboratory in the UK is currently working on stacking mul-
tiple genes for rust resistance into a ‘cassette,’ making the resistance more difficult to 
circumvent (Steffenson, Interview).
Yield improvements have been achieved in potato, rice and wheat, although tracing 
contributions of CWR in potato varieties released is a recurrent challenge (Bonierbale, 
Interview). Wheat is the only crop to have had varieties released with enhanced quality 
traits. Two varieties of bread wheat have been released since 2007 with enhanced mi-
cronutrient content - iron and zinc - derived from wild species, as part of the Harvest 
Plus biofortification initiative (Braun, Interview).
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Figure 3 - Types of traits borrowed from CWR in varieties released
! Biotic  ! Abiotic ! Quality ! CMS ! Yield
Experts report a greater emphasis on developing crops adapted to climate change sce-
narios. Extensive efforts are ongoing to identify and transfer resistances to abiotic 
stresses such as drought, heat and soil salinity within barley, cassava, chickpea, lentil, 
potato, rice, soybean, sweet potato, tomato, wheat and yam pre-breeding programs. 
Progress has been achieved in understanding the genetic base of polygenic traits and 
mechanisms which control complex environmental stress tolerances. This is consistent 
with the literature from the conservation community: CWR not only have the potential to 
contribute to food security in the context of climate change, but it is imperative that they 
play a feature role in adaptation and mitigation efforts (see for examples, Heywood et al. 
2007; Ford-Lloyd et al 2011; McCouch 2013; Dempewolf et al 2014). According to Brei-
thaupt (2008), CWR are better placed than even landrace varieties to lend ‘climate 
ready’ traits to domesticated crops, being adapted to more marginal environments 
themselves.
Mid 1980s 1986-2007 2007-2014 Post 2014
Banana
unreported 
barley
bean
cassava
chickpea
cowpea
finger millet unreported 
lentil
maize
oat unreported 
pearl millet unreported 
potato
rice
sorghum unreported 
soybean 
sweet potato unreported unreported 
tomato
wheat
yam unreported unreported 
!
! !
!
!
! !
! !
!
!
! !
! ! ! !
!
! !
! ! !
! ! !
! !
!
!
! !
!
! ! !
!
!
! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! !
!
! ! !
! !
!
!
! !
! ! ! !
! !
! ! ! ! !
!
! ! !
!
! !
! ! ! !
! ! !
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However looking only at progress achieved between 2007 and 2014 this trend does not 
stand out. Only barley and wheat varieties have been released with improved abiotic 
stress tolerances since 2007. The genetic base of complex traits associated with abiotic 
stress tolerances are not yet well understood (as was discussed in Chapter III). Breed-
ers have historically been able to make use of wild species for single-gene traits, most 
commonly pest and disease resistances, where a particular trait of interest is regulated 
by a single gene. More complex traits, such as drought or saline soil tolerance, are reg-
ulated by multiple genes which together create mechanisms for tolerance. These mech-
anisms must first be understood before species can be screened for individual traits of 
interest. Mechanisms for stress tolerance may in some cases include undesirable traits, 
negatively affect crop performance and negating gains from increased tolerance 
(Bonierbale, Interview).
Column Post 2014 in Figure 3 depicts the extensive ongoing work to transfer abiotic 
stress tolerances from CWR and pre-breeding materials at various stages of develop-
ment. Each square represents an interesting story told by pre-breeders not yet captured 
by those reporting on the use and potential use values of CWR. CWR of banana, barley, 
cassava, chickpea, lentil, potato, rice, soybean, sweet potato, tomato wheat and yam 
are being explored as sources of improved tolerances. Using rice again as an example, 
genes associated with saline soil tolerance has been successfully transferred from a 
wild halophyte species to cultivated rice. Varieties will be developed and released in the 
coming years (Jena, Interview). 
It is also striking that biotic traits are being borrowed to the benefit of every crop sur-
veyed, with the sole exception of bean. Biotic and abiotic stresses are intimately linked. 
Crops face changing and intensifying pressures from insects and pathogens as envi-
ronmental conditions change (Maxted, Interview), thus biotic resistances will continue to 
be a top priority for breeding programs under climate change.
5.4 Predicting future use
There are many factors which together determine the extent of CWR use. These in-
clude, among others, the availability of funding, characterization and evaluation data, 
and human capacity; the persistence of crossing barriers; and the availability of suffi-
cient genetic variation within crop gene pools. Two indicators are used to predict future 
outputs based on these factors: genomes resources currently available and the relative 
size of cultivated crops’ gene pools. The genomics resources available today is a proxy 
for investment and technological advance facilitating use of CWR. The genetic base of 
crops represents the need, as identified by experts, to look outside of landrace and cul-
tivated gene pools for traits required to adapt to changing environmental conditions. It is 
predicted that today’s technological advancement coupled with more extreme environ-
mental pressures will incite greater use of CWR in the coming years.
The rapidly developing field of genomics promises to help researchers identify useful 
regions of re-sequenced wild genomes with much more precision, reduce linkage drag 
and the time required of transferring genes into cultivated crop backgrounds (Baute et 
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al, forthcoming). The availability of genomic resources are summarized in column Post 
2014, Fig 2. Whole genome sequences have been released for all crops except sweet 
potato, yam, finger and pearl millets. Efforts to re-sequence CWR for the remainder of 
crops have been at least initiated, with the exceptions of potato, banana and chickpea. 
Green squares denote the most advanced crop communities with extensive genomic 
resources and red squares denote crops which have not yet benefited from genomics. 
As with previous advancements, it will take time for these resources to yield tangible 
breeding outputs for most crops. While this technology hosts immense potential for the 
future, it does not account for the extent of increased use of CWR over the past decade. 
Genomic resources on their own are insufficient for predicting the breeding value of 
species, and utility is predicated on the availability of extensive phenotypic data for gene 
bank collections. High throughput genotyping approaches, namely genotyping-by-se-
quencing, will then be used to link re-sequenced genomes with phenotypes of interest 
to breeders (Baute et al, forthcoming). The insufficiency of characterization and evalua-
tion data for CWR accessions has prompted experts from some crop communities to 
question the immediate benefit of genomic resources (GCDT internal reports). 
Strategies for mapping allelic variation using genomic data will facilitate predictive trait 
mining of core collections based on where accessions are collected from (Mackay and 
Street 2004; Khazaei et al 2013). Current progress being made in predictive trait mining 
will likely result in increased breeding outputs in the future, although numbers of vari-
eties released do not yet reflect this work. Increased coordination and information shar-
ing among gene banks, pre-breeding and breeding programs will also increase the im-
pact of genomic resources available. 
The second indicator for predicting future use is the need to search for greater genetic 
variation in more distant gene pools. As a reminder from the introduction of this thesis, 
the domestication bottleneck process describes how species lose genetic diversity 
through recurrent selection (Tanksley and McCouch 1997). The result for many crops 
has been a narrowing of the genetic base, necessitating exploration into the wild.
The red circles in column Post 2014 of Figure 2 identify crops with wide enough genetic 
bases. Sufficient variation for most traits has been found in crop gene pools for maize, 
chickpea, cassava, sweet potato and finger millet without going to distantly related 
species, where crossing barriers and linkage drag are concerns. Yellow circles identify 
crops with sufficient variation for some traits of interest. Green circles identify crops with 
more narrow genetic bases, where breeders have been increasingly incited to look to 
wild species as sources for novel traits and more extreme tolerances. There is an im-
perative for breeders to access wild gene pools in order to reverse domestication bot-
tlenecks in wheat, barley, soybean, banana, potato, lentil, yam, pearl millet and common 
bean.
It is important to note that the value of CWR for crops that have retained wide genetic 
bases is still widely recognised. Primarily, exploring wild gene pools contributes to a bet-
ter understanding of the history of cultivated crops - valuable for understanding the co-
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development of hosts and pathogens and finding sources of resistances. Secondly, the 
potential use value of genetic diversity is immense given the difficulty in predicting future 
climate chance scenarios and which traits will be needed. Furthermore, the greater 
adaptive capacity of wild species will likely be required as climate pressures become 
more extreme. Referencing cassava as an example, many cultivated varieties currently 
exist in dry climates and breeders have not yet been compelled to seek out sources of 
more extreme drought tolerance from the wild. However greater variability for drought 
tolerance will likely be found within wild gene pools and breeders may need to explore 
this diversity in the coming years (Hersey, Interview). Experts across crop communities 
emphasize the potential use value of CWR regardless of the genetic base of cultivated 
crops.
If these two indicators have predictive value, there will continue to be extensive use of 
CWR in wheat improvement programs and modest use in finger millet. These two ex-
amples fit with expert opinions on trends (Braun; Ojulong, Interviews). In the case of 
maize, the availability of genomics resources will not necessarily incite greater use of 
CWR, as sufficient genetic variability for most traits has been found within the crop’s 
wide genetic base. This fits with the story told by maize experts (Hearne; Banziger, In-
terviews). The value of these indicators is perhaps best exemplified by the cases of 
lentil, sorghum and yam. Wild species of these three crops have tremendous potential 
for contributing to varieties in the future and a significant amount of work is being done 
to make use of wild species that is not otherwise reflected in quantitative progress made 
since 2007. 
On the other hand, very little advancement is predicted in sweet potato, while Craig 
Yencho, applied sweet potato breeder at NSCU, emphasizes their potential. Wild 
species represent a “potentially very fertile territory that, as we are beginning to develop 
new tools and methodologies, we need to look to as a source of new traits and a source 
of understanding of cultivated germplasm” (Yencho, Interview). In the case of bean, the 
high potential highlighted in Figure 1 is not currently reflected in crop improvement ef-
forts (Raatz, Interview). 
5.5 Chapter summary 
This chapter has provided evidence of an increase in use of CWR since last reported by 
Hajjar and Hodgkin in 2007, as well as a growing emphasis on accessing wild genetic 
diversity for traits related to environmental adaptation and climate change mitigation. It 
is predicted that the use of CWR in breeding with continue to increase as a lack of ge-
netic diversity within primary crop gene pools pushes pre-breeders to explore more dis-
tant gene pools for sources of novel genetic material, while genomics tools and re-
sources facilitate their work with increasing efficiency. 
The key take-away from this chapter is that although some increase in use has been 
observed since 2007 in terms of new varieties released, the majority of ongoing work 
and potential / future use is not reflected in these numbers. Estimations of the current 
use report here are imperfect while predictions of future use, based on only two indica-
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tors, may have limited predictive value, especially in the context of multiple uncertain-
ties. Given the constraints to accessing the benefits of CWR stored in gene banks, the 
unknown impacts of climate change and the difficulty translating advancements in ge-
nomics into practical breeding applications, it remains unclear exactly how rapidly the 
use of CWR will advance in the coming decade. What is clear, however, is that optimism 
is pervasive across the crop communities surveyed that use has, and will continue to, 
increase. 
The findings presented in this chapter are relevant to the conservation biology commu-
nity, which emphasizes the role of CWR in adapting agriculture to climate change in the 
literature in absence of an up-to-date, comprehensive review of recent advancements 
and ongoing work within crop improvement programs of the CGIAR. 
The implications of these research findings is the theme of the following chapter. It 
presents findings from interviews with the CWR conservation community and looks criti-
cally at the type of conservation investment that has been sparked by increased use. 
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Chapter VI - Implications for conservation 
This chapter presents findings relevant to the second research question: what are the 
implications of increasing use of CWR? It discusses emerging trends in CWR conserva-
tion, both in terms of the actors involved and what their responses look like. A dominant 
conservation paradigm has emerged and how it is manifesting in practice will have im-
plications in terms of the future productive capacity for the global food system. 
6.1 Trends in CWR conservation 
6.1.1 Increased interest from the international donor community  
The profile of CWR has been raised in recent years. The many recent policy documents 
identified in the literature review which articulate the importance of CWR conservation 
are evidence of this. This is in direct acknowledgement of the value of CWR, which will 
have positive outcomes for conservation. Communicating the value of CWR provides 
incentive for a variety of stakeholders to undertake conservation measures (Dulloo, In-
terview). “It’s all fitting together, as one might expect” (Maxted, Interview). 
CWR have a rather unique appeal to the international donor community. They have 
been described as the ‘nexus’ between food security, climate change adaptation and 
biodiversity conservation issues (Khoury, Interview). They represent an opportunity for 
donors to allocate resources in a way which contributes to each of these ends at once. 
Interestingly, the unique appeal has allowed CWR to garner more support in recent 
years vis-a-vis landrace varieties which are categorically easier to use in breeding pro-
grams (Maxted, Interview). This last point deserves reflection and is discussed in Chap-
ter VII (section 7.2).
The Government of Norway’s US$ 50 million Adapting Agriculture to Climate Change 
project, specifically geared towards increasing the use of CWR through ex situ conser-
vation, represents their climate change adaptation and global development contributions 
for the next several of years (Khoury, Interview). The Global Crop Diversity Trust (the 
Trust), in collaboration with the Kew Millennium Seed Bank (Kew), is the administering 
arm for the Norwegian Government’s investment. 
Major players in CWR conservation include those which have traditionally been oriented 
towards agrobiodiversity conservation, but that have now made their involvement in 
CWR far more explicit. The Trust is the endowment fund for the CGIAR gene banks with 
the mandate of securing all plant genetic resources for food and agriculture stored with-
in, in perpetuity. While the endowment fund has always funded some CWR conserva-
tion, wild accessions have traditionally been underrepresented in gene bank collections. 
The Adapting Agriculture to Climate Change project, representing the largest investment 
in CWR conservation to date, will allow for their representation to be increased substan-
tially (Dempewolf, Interview).
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Kew has a 20 year history of helping international partners collect endangered and 
threatened plants. Now they are putting an explicit focus on CWR for the first time and 
facilitating their collection in 20 countries. As Kew project leader Ruth Eastwood articu-
lates, “we’re trying to raise awareness of CWR among [international partners] so that 
where possible, they might develop a longterm programs specifically targeting wild 
species” (Eastwood, Interview). A new training course has been developed for strength-
ening national capacities to collect, store and do genetic sampling of CWR accessions. 
Kew is also prioritizing the processing of CWR for gene bank storage to ensure that pre-
breeders have access to this material within the timescale of the project (Eastwood, In-
terview).
Bioversity International likewise has a long history with agrobiodiversity conservation. 
They are now working to develop an incentive mechanism for CWR conservation with 
member states of the South African Development Community (SADC), funded by the 
EU-ACP Programme (African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States). The project was 
initiated in January, 2014 with representatives from national governments, conservation 
authorities and agriculture departments and forestry departments in South Africa, Zam-
bia the the Indian Islands. The goal is to develop a strategic action plan for the in situ 
conservation of CWR, involving an incentive mechanism to engage local communities 
(Dulloo, Interview).
Other organizations which have not traditionally been interested in agrobiodiversity are 
beginning to support CWR conservation. Conservation International (CI) is a new im-
plementing agency for GEF-UNEP project funding, the funding source credited for facili-
tating the establishment of some of the few existing CWR gene reserves in the world 
(Chapter III). CI is borrowing the IUCN Red List assessment approach to map distribu-
tions of CWR in Peru. The IUCN criteria, which has become the international standard 
for biodiversity assessment (Hole, Interview), has not been applied to CWR up until this 
point. They have also identified the potential for CWR included as natural capital in 
countries’ national accounting frameworks through the World Bank’s Wealth Accounting 
and the Valuation of Ecosystem Services (WAVES) partnership (Hole, Interview). This 
marks the first discussion of having CWR be included as part of countries’ national 
wealth, building from the conceptual work done by the TEEB in relation to incorporating 
biodiversity in broader terms into both countries’ and companies’ accounting frame-
works (Chapter II). 
An acknowledgement of the value of CWR has been made this year by the Governing 
Body to the ITPGRFA for the first time. Three CWR-specific projects have been invited 
to develop full project proposals following the Third Call for Proposals in May, 2014. 
Project funding is supplied from the International Benefit-Sharing Fund: the fund which 
collects contributions from private companies when they make proprietary claims to new 
commercialized varieties developed using plant genetic resources from the Multilateral 
System (MLS). The International Benefit-Sharing Fund to date has only received volun-
tary payments from national governments and is not yet functioning as it was designed 
to. However it is projected that this funding mechanism has significant potential to col-
lect contributions from the private sector in the future (Moeller and Stannard 2013). The 
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mechanism is currently being revised by the ‘Working Group to Enhance the Function-
ing of the Multilateral System,’ headed by Michael Halewood of Bioversity International. 
It is foreseeable that CWR conservation may be a future priority funding category. Table 
5 displays the first three projects to be acknowledged as appropriate benefactors of the 
International Benefit-Sharing Fund. 
Table 5: CWR-specific projects: Potential benefactors of the International Benefit-Sharing Fund
Source: ftp://ftp.fao.org/ag/agp/planttreaty/funding/call2014/cfp_3_2014_pp_shortlisted_1.pdf
It is important to qualify that this signal from the international community has yet to ma-
terialize into increased funding for pre-breeding programs across the board (Bonierbale, 
Interview). Funding to date represents a relatively small amount of resources when 
spread across all crops and all CGIAR centres (de Haan, Interview). Especially given 
that the majority of work with CWR has yet to result in tangible breeding outputs (Chap-
ter V), the international community still underestimates the extent to which CWR are 
currently being used. More excitement is likely to ensue as more varieties are released, 
and given time, more conservation investment will materialize.
6.1.2 Increased interest from the private sector 
Breeding with CWR has traditionally been done exclusively within the public sector, and 
depending on both the crop and private company in question, the private breeding sec-
tor on the whole still steers clear of CWR (Dempewolf, Interview). Private breeders work 
with their own fine-tuned breeding material in the interests of maintaining the progeny of 
elite cultivars, and then access public pre-breeding materials when they need to expand 
their diversity set (Dempewolf; Eastwood, Interviews). Public breeding programs that 
used to do variety development have even been pushed towards pre-breeding as gov-
ernments anticipate variety development being done by the private sector in the future. 
This dynamic will be perpetuated in the context of increasing public-private partnerships 
in agriculture (Dempewolf, Interview).
Applicant organization(s) Target 
countries
Project title 
National Agricultural Research 
Organisation (Uganda)
Uganda, 
Burundi, 
Tanzania, 
Rwanda
Genomic and phenotypic exploration of cultivated 
and wild rice germplasm for resistance to biotic 
and a biotic factors in East Africa 
NCARE (Jordan) Jordan, 
Tunisia,
Turkey
Conservation and Sustainable Utilization of Food 
and Feed Legumes Seeds for Adaptation to 
Climate Change in NENA Region. 
University of Harran
University of Dicle
University of Saskatchwan
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Turkey Assessing and utilizing resistance to Orobanche 
in wild lentil species and intespecific hybrids to 
stabilize lentil production in Turkey 
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On the other hand there is some evidence to suggest that private companies are be-
coming engaged in using CWR directly. The shift in the last decade from public to pri-
vate sector crop breeding is evidence of the diminishing role of the public sector and 
perhaps the growing impetus that the private sector take on (traditionally public) pre-
breeding efforts (Dulloo, Interview). Private sector participants at a major stakeholder 
meeting for the EU-funded project, PGR Secure, in Wageningen in 2013, and the first 
meeting of a European partnership geared towards increasing the use of ex situ collec-
tions in Rome in 2014, expressed their interest in using CWR. “What they were saying 
was music to my ears. They are running out of options” (Dulloo, Interview). There is like-
ly to be a lot more use of CWR in breeding companies’ pipelines than is reflected in the 
literature because private sector research tends to be more commercially sensitive and 
is reported on to a lesser degree than public sector work (Eastwood, Dulloo, Interviews; 
Maxted and Kell 2009). 
It is difficult to ascertain the extent of private interest in using CWR. But what is clear is 
that companies are beginning to acknowledge their value (N. Maxted, Interview), and 
acknowledge that they depend on CWR indirectly (Dempewolf; Eastwood; Dulloo, Inter-
views). In the case of soybean in the US, for example, private companies have invested 
in public sector pre-breeding and university research with wild species as a longterm 
strategy (Jackson, Interview). Significant funding contributions have yet to be made al-
though some negotiations have been initiated (Maxted, Interview). How much of a role 
the private sector will play in CWR conservation remains to be seen. This does however 
represent a potentially lucrative source of future conservation funding.
6.1.3 Gene banking for the future: The dominant conservation strategy  
A closer look at the conservation investment so far reveals a bias towards supporting ex 
situ conservation. This is consistent with past investment reported in the literature 
(Chapter III; see Hunter and Heywood 2011 for comprehensive review). While the im-
portance of an integrated approach to conservation, or integrated gene management 
(Swaminathan 2011), is widely recognised in the literature, in situ conservation has yet 
to be practiced beyond relatively few isolated examples of gene reserves being estab-
lished over the past decade (Chapter III). This study lacks the empirical evidence re-
quired to assert that less international donor funding is being channelled towards in situ 
conservation. It instead suggests that initiatives are disparate and have had relatively 
modest outputs compared with efforts to increase the representation of CWR in gene 
bank collections.
In the FAO report,Towards the Establishment of a Global Network for in situ CWR Con-
servation, Maxted and Kell (2009) outline the steps required to coordinate the mapping 
and prioritization of CWR populations in situ, for the ends of establishing gene reserves. 
The EU-funded Plant Genetic Resource Secure (PGR Secure) took up the torch facili-
tating the development of national CWR conservation strategies, coordinated by Biover-
sity International. National level partners undertook baseline surveys / inventories of ge-
netic resources present within borders and gap analyses for existing gene bank collec-
tions, and set priorities for future collection based on results. These are the first steps 
towards the establishment of the proposed global network. However this work has been 
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slow to get off the ground and tangible results may be years away. During the the 
project’s culminating event, the PGR Secure Forum, national partners presented results 
from baseline surveys conducted throughout Europe. However a much greater focus 
was placed on enhancing the use of CWR through pre-breeding, improved gene bank 
management and bioinformatics. 
Bioversity International is an exception to this trend. Bioversity’s project to develop an 
incentive mechanism for CWR conservation is being modelled after their payment for 
agrobiodiversity conservation services (PACS) schemes piloted in Peru, Equator and 
Bolivia (see Narloch et al 2011). Adam Drucker, senior economist at Bioversity In-
ternational, believes that a payment scheme is amenable to CWR. Reward payments 
may be made to communities for active monitoring of CWR populations or compensato-
ry payments for refraining from developing new tracks of land for agriculture purposes 
or otherwise. Drucker suggests that school programs be involved in monitoring, remi-
niscent of Swaminathan’s recommendations to spread ‘bioliteracy’ among communities. 
There may be little opportunity cost associated with marginal lands surrounding fields. 
In these cases increasing monitoring capacity may be sufficient for ensuring species’ 
conservation. The incentive mechanism has yet to be developed (Drucker, Interview).
There remains a lack of mechanisms in place to coordinate and support in situ conser-
vation in areas where species are most concentrated, i.e in CWR hotspots or Vavilov 
centres of origin, and most threatened, as identified by Maxted and Kell (2009). The 
dominant strategy has instead been to conserve species in gene banks in order to facili-
tate breeders’ access - a strategy rooted in optimism that technological advancements 
will continue to facilitate the increased use of CWR. 
Collecting CWR populations that are unrepresented in existing gene bank collections is 
the most commonly proposed conservation strategy among breeders and gene bank 
managers interviewed. This is unsurprising given their vantage point from within the 
network of crop improvement programs. To be sure there are exceptions to this. For ex-
ample, wild yam accessions at IITA have been kept in situ in a 400 hectare forest for 
more than ten years. Breeders recognize the value in integrated conservation particular-
ly for the interspecific hybrids that are created under natural conditions (Lopez-Montes, 
Interview). Others explicitly emphasize the value in establishing ‘gene reserves’ for 
CWR in situ (for example, Jena, Interview). However for the most part, protecting 
species outside of their natural habitats is the favoured solution. The Adapting Agricul-
ture to Climate Change project is focused on increasing the usability of wild germplasm 
by collecting wild species not yet represented in gene bank collections and increasing 
the capacity of breeders to make use of them using advanced techniques.
Underlying this focus on collection and preservation outside of habitats is a sense of ur-
gency associated with rapid genetic erosion. Brian Steffenson, barley and wheat breed-
er at the University of Minnesota, highlights how species of wild goatgrass with resis-
tances to a variety of strains of rust affecting wheat are only found in a particular plane 
in Israel that is being developed due to urban expansion (Steffenson, Interview). Other 
experts from the wheat community reference their own experiences on collection mis-
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sions, noting the decline of populations in the field cause by environmental degradation, 
human population expansion and urbanization (Internal report, GCDT 2013). Experts in 
sorghum, barley, cassava, millets and potato also reference continued threats of genetic 
erosion despite increased attention from the international community (Hassan; Steffen-
son; Hershey; Deshpande; de Haan, Interviews). Collection for ex situ storage is the 
only option for many species in the context of climate change, urban development and 
absence of protected areas. 
The imperative to preserve ex situ is also propelled by concerns regarding future access 
in politically sensitive areas. Interviewees cite increasingly restrictive access to 
germplasm as a threat to their conservation and justification for collecting while they still 
can (Hanson; Jackson; de Haan; Steffenson; Diederichsen, Interviews). There are un-
certainties regarding how the Nagoya Protocol will be implemented by national govern-
ments once it becomes ratified, particularly in Peru and Bolivia (Hole, Interview). Ques-
tions are also raised regarding collection in areas of civil unrest such as Syria and Israel 
where genetic diversity is concentrated for a number of crops (Steffenson, Interview). In 
the case of soybean, CWR are concentrated in China where access is completely re-
stricted. Extensive ongoing breeding efforts with wild soybean in the US exclusively use 
germplasm collected before 1950 (Jackson, Interview). Likewise, the Canadian national 
gene bank hosts the largest collection of oat CWR in the world, while collection from its 
centre of origin in Iraq and Iran is not currently possible (Diederichsen, Interview). Public 
sector breeders in other crop communities prioritize collection in anticipation of this type 
of enclosure. 
6.2 Implications of the dominant conservation strategy
The outcome of a focus on ex situ conservation is the protection of a very narrow sub-
set of diversity, without the capacity to adapt to changing environmental conditions. This 
has implications in terms of the resilience of the global food system. 
6.2.1 A small sub-set of diversity is conserved 
In the absence of infinite conservation funding, species which are most likely to be of 
value for crop improvement are prioritized (Maxted, Interview). The most common crite-
ria for prioritizing CWR are: (a) relative socio-economical importance of the related crop, 
(b) potential use for crop improvement (i.e., ease of crossability with the related crop or 
previously reported known use or potential use in crop improvement programs), and (c) 
threatened status (taken directly from Vincent et al 2013). Criteria (b) can be understood 
as a combination of (i) relatedness of species to socio-economic crop (estimated using 
the crop gene pool concept developed by Harlan and de Wet in 1971), and (ii) history of 
prior use in crop improvement programs. These criteria may be used in combination or 
independently to prioritize species’ conservation (Maxted and Kell 2009; Magos Brehm 
et al 2010; Kell et al 2012). 
The Harlan and de Wet global inventory of important CWR taxa (database is available 
at http://www.cwrdiversity.org/checklist/) criteria (a) and (b) are “deemed to be the most 
important, as they are directly related to the raison d’etre for defining CWR (i.e., their 
use for crop improvement)” (Vincent et al 2013: 267). CWR are to be scored for these 
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criteria by collecting publications on CWR use and experiments relating to crossability 
(Maxted et al 2006; Vincent et al 2013). 
The limitations of these criteria are evident. First, available literature is an imperfect 
proxy for use (Chapter III). Second, very few species have made tangible contributions 
to new varieties developed in crop improvement programs relative to the breadth of di-
versity that has yet to be explored (Chapter V). Third, biological barriers to crossing with 
species from more distant gene pools are being overcome systematically (Chapter III; 
see Ford-Lloyd et al 2011 for comprehensive review). The majority of species would 
thereby not meet these criteria while their potential use values may be enormous. Al-
though a practical approach to conservation planning, this narrowing-in on specific 
species based on past success must be viewed as an incomplete strategy for CWR 
conservation.
The identification of ‘useful species’ is predicated on the availability of data for species, 
including passport, characterization and evaluation data, complete understandings of 
intra-specific diversity within populations and the basic biology of the useful species (i.e. 
ploidy levels, flowering times, crossability) and species’ threatened status in relation to 
critical thresholds. Section 5.1.1 (Chapter V) highlights how missing passport, charac-
terization and evaluation data for species limits the usefulness of gene bank collections. 
Unresolved taxonomic issues relating to ploidy levels and crossability further hinder 
breeders’ capacities to make use of collections (GCDT unpublished reports). Incomplete 
understandings of intra-specific diversity within species populations limits the extent to 
which this diversity can be protected. Current collections of banana CWR are under-rep-
resentative of the diversity within wild banana populations not only lack resources but 
are missing information. Even the leading experts in wild banana populations lack un-
derstandings of diversity that exists in the wild (Swennen, Interview). This story is 
echoed by experts from potato and sweet potato communities (Yencho; de Haan, Inter-
views). Without sound understandings of the breadth of diversity that exists, it is impos-
sible to make assertions regarding the diversity which is most threatened, or approach-
ing critical thresholds. Missing data within each of these categories underscores that in 
situ is the most appropriate fail-safe strategy for the conservation of species with yet 
unidentified potential use value.
Some entire crop families are excluded from prioritization all-together. The Trust works 
exclusively with the crops and crop families listed in Annex 1 of the ITPGRFA (FAO 
2001), as per requirements set by the Norwegian government. Most notably soybean, 
maize and the wild relatives of cassava are explicitly excluded from this list. This list is a 
serious impediment to the conservation and use of cassava CWR in particular (Hershey, 
Interview). Hershey suggests that most funding agencies look to the Trust for guidelines 
on setting priorities, thus almost no work has been done to collect the 100 known 
species of wild cassava that under threat. While select species are protected within the 
prevailing conservation paradigm, the breadth of genetic diversity is susceptible to a 
similar fate as wild cassava.
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6.2.2 A less resilient global food system
The fundamental logic behind ex situ conservation is that it facilitates use. “Funding 
gene banks gives [CWR] a chance to be used. In the wild and protected areas the theo-
ry is that they will continue to evolve and then we can collect and use them, but that is 
another step. It’s banking for the future a little bit more” (Khoury, Interview). Khoury 
questions whether in situ conservation areas will be of use in another 50 years in the 
context of climate change. Relatively little work has been dedicated towards predicting 
the impacts of climate change species and mapping their future migration according to 
changing climatic envelopes (see section 3.2.2, Chapter III). Banking for the future, i.e. 
in situ conservation, is thereby described as a risky investment. However, following the 
logic of both the Stern Report and the TEEB (Chapter II), as well as literature from the 
conservation biology community (Chapter III), inaction is arguably much riskier.
Table 7 revisits the levels of biodiversity discussed in Chapter II. Gene banks can pro-
tect a small sub-set of species and genetic diversity, but not its full breadth nor the im-
portant functions of ecosystem and functional diversity. Evolutionary potential, complex 
interactions between ecosystem components, and ecosystem resilience cannot be cap-
tured. Genetic diversity conservation is best achieved by establishing gene reserves in 
Vavilov centres of origin, in the case of CWR. This strategy will help maintain the adap-
tive capacity of the global food system.
Table 7 - Levels of biodiversity (revisited) 
Source: Turner et al 1999; Nunes et al 2003.
Extracting specific species from their habitats for preservation must be valued for what it 
is: a contingency plan. The limitations of ex situ conservation and the need for more 
balanced conservation approaches is acknowledged by the same experts who inform 
CWR prioritization, recognizing the practical need to inform policy regarding trade-offs. 
While ex situ conservation has undeniable value as a back-up for existing genetic diver-
sity, it is in no way a replacement for in situ conservation. The danger highlighted here is 
that the collection of samples to be stored in gene banks may take precedence over the 
establishment of gene reserves. Conservation funding that is dedicated to building up 
Levels of diver-
sity
Physical expression Amenable to 
ex situ con-
servation 
Amenable to 
in situ con-
servation 
Genetic Genes, nucleotides, chromosomes, individuals
Species Kingdom, phyla, families, genera, subspecies, 
species, populations
Ecosystem Bioregions, landscapes, habitats ❌
Functional Keystone process species, ecosystem resilience, 
ecological services ❌
!  
 !
(small subset)
 !
(small subset)
!
!
 !
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ex situ collections checks off the ‘CWR conservation’ box, satisfying donor’s desire to 
contribute to the goals embodied in the CWR ’nexus.’ But it is important that this in-
vestment does not take the place of in situ conservation efforts.
6.3 Chapter summary
This chapter has discussed the implications of the findings presented in Chapter V. The 
widespread optimism shared among crop scientists, pre-breeders and conservationists 
that wild species will continue to become more and more useful in the coming years has 
inspired investment. The Government of Norway, the Global Crop Diversity Trust, Kew 
Millennium Seed Bank, Conservation International, Bioversity International and the 
ITPGRFA (through the Benefit-Sharing Fund of the MLS) are the largest players today. 
Interviews highlight that private sector actors may become influential players tomorrow. 
The investment that has been inspired so far has been focused on increasing the repre-
sentation of CWR of socio-economically important crops in gene bank facilities. This 
strategy will facilitate their use in the relative short-term. A small subset of wild species 
selected based on their predicted economic value for crop improvement will be accessi-
ble to breeders. In the meantime most wild species, and in fact some whole crop fami-
lies, are neglected completely. This narrow conceptualization of the economic value of 
CWR will have negative implications for the adaptive capacity of agroecosystems in the 
future.
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Chapter VII - Analysis & Recommendations
As was discussed in the previous chapter, increased use of CWR has incited increased 
conservation of plant genetic resources. But has this influx brought us up to a socially-
optimum level of conservation? 
Given that the CBD Aichi Biodiversity Targets (http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/) have not 
yet been met and that CWR continue to face threats of genetic erosion around the 
world, it seems that the answer is at best, not yet. Donors still underestimate the extent 
of ongoing work with CWR, and interest takes time to percolate down into concrete 
funding for either pre-breeding or conservation programs.  
The question is then best reframed, has investment to date moved us towards a social-
ly-optimum level of conservation? 
This chapter suggests that the answer to this question is also no. The conceptual 
framework developed in Chapter II to argue that the current conservation paradigm will 
continue to result in the under provision of conservation, unless course corrections are 
made. The first section discusses how the total economic value (TEV) of CWR is not 
reflected in valuations and policy decisions regarding conservation priorities and trade-
offs. The increased conservation investment has been sparked by growing recognition 
of the direct use values of wild species in crop breeding but ignores the other types of 
values associated with them. These include potential use, indirect use, resilience and 
intrinsic values.
The second section highlights that in situ conservation of CWR is difficult in practice. 
The unique qualities of CWR limit the policy options available to correct for this public 
goods market failure. These include the complete lack of private benefits derived by 
custodians from their conservation, complexities and challenges associated with the 
management of CWR within socio-ecological system, and the long-term time commit-
ment required before direct benefits can be realized. Opportunities for integrated con-
servation and development programs, or landscape-based approaches to conservation, 
are limited. As a result, donors interested in the ‘nexus’ of food security, climate change 
adaptation and environmental sustainability and are drawn towards supporting ex situ 
conservation efforts in lieu of contributing towards the establishment of CWR gene re-
serves.
The third section uncovers the root of the problem: CWR are valued disproportionately 
for their instrumental use in crop improvement programs in the relative short-term rather 
than for their contributions to the sustainability of agroecosystems in the very long-term. 
The dominant conservation paradigm is rooted in production-centric values and a faith 
in technological advancement for achieving food security. Species that are identified as 
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If you do not change your direction, you will end up where you are headed 
-Chinese proverb  
having more immediate direct use value are valourized while all other diversity, includ-
ing the full breadth of wild genetic diversity, landrace varieties, and crops of ‘neglected’ 
or ‘orphaned’ status are left exposed to continued genetic erosion in the face of envi-
ronmental and anthropogenic impacts. 
Recommendations stem from a greater recognition of the other types of values associ-
ated with CWR, as well as the value of agrobiodiversity more broadly defined. An 
agroecological approach to conservation needs to be pursued in light of research find-
ings. Opportunities for course correction are identified in the final section. 
7.1 Underestimated total economic value of CWR
CWR are valued explicitly for their direct and potential use values (Maxted, Interview). 
Conservation has been sparked by increased recognition of these values, as CWR have 
become more usable (through advancements and breeding) and needed (for the 
greater genetic variability they represent). Increased funding to date reflects the more 
immediate instrumental use offered by wild genetic diversity and ignores its other func-
tions. Potential use, resilience and intrinsic values in particular are discounted within the 
prevailing conservation paradigm.
Potential use values are underestimated in economic valuations. Ruth Eastwood, the 
Crop Wild Relative Project coordinator at Kew, discusses the CWR valuation study con-
ducted by Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP (2013) which was commissioned for Kew. The 
valuation underestimates the true value of CWR because it doesn’t incorporate climate 
change. “It projects current values into the future, but does not recognize that threats 
are going to get bigger, and the CWR contribution is going to be more important that is 
now” (Eastwood, Interview). Eastwood chalks this underestimation up to a lack of pub-
lished data. Moreover, the wealth of ongoing work with CWR that has yet to result in 
tangible breeding outputs also represents a kind of potential use value that is underes-
timated in current valuations (Chapter V).
In terms of indirect use value, it is unclear what ecosystem services and functions CWR 
provide within their respective habitats. Nigel Maxted proposes that although wild 
species do not tend to be dominant in any particular environment, any one that happens 
to provide keystone functions within their ecosystems are the responsibility of protected 
area mangers to protect. “We are trying to conserve species specifically for use, we are 
not conserving them because they are wild species. That does not stop anyone else 
from conserving them for their ecosystem value” (Maxted, Interview). However, as has 
been noted previously, most CWR are not found within such undisturbed, climax 
ecosystems, but instead most commonly around farmers’ fields where they are vulnera-
ble to human impacts (Chapter III). This point is absent from conversations surrounding 
CWR conservation, and is absent from the criteria for prioritizing species’ conservation.
The resilience value that CWR diversity represents is arguably its most important func-
tion and most significant contribution to the sustainability of the global food system. It 
has gone unrecognized in valuation efforts. And while the international community ac-
knowledges the role of wild species in adapting agriculture to climate change, conserva-
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tion efforts do not reflect the imperative that they themselves continue to evolve along 
with changing environmental conditions within their natural habitats. The criteria used 
for prioritizing species’ conservation reflect the single goal of increasing direct use. 
While prioritization is a practical approach in the absence of infinite funds, its impact is 
to select a very narrow sub-set of existing diversity (Chapter VI). This strategy does not 
reflect the resilience value of CWR and will be insufficient for conserving the immense 
adaptive capacity that it hosts.
There is minimal mention of non-instrumental use values in the literature. A lack of exis-
tence value is intuitive. They are not used directly by humans and thus do not share in 
the values attributed to cultivars with particular cultural or spiritual traditions. This con-
trasts with landraces varieties which often have significant cultural and spiritual values 
associated with them. The exception of unique wild species with medicinal properties 
stands. In the absence of instrumental or existence values there is nothing to wish to 
bequest to future generations, as there would be in the case of landrace varieties of cul-
tural significance.
Discussion of wild species’ intrinsic values is almost completely absent from the litera-
ture and did not come up at all during interviews and content analysis. Intrinsic values 
by definition cannot be given a monetary value representing human utility or willingness 
to pay. As economic valuation is the primary means by which the importance of CWR 
conservation is communicated, the intrinsic value of this diversity gets immediately lost 
in translation. Conservation planning based on such economic cost-benefit analysis 
does not take species’ inherent value into consideration. 
Ecologists assert that a valuation approach should be used to complement rather than 
substitute for ethical or scientific reasoning relating to biodiversity conservation, based 
on biocentric perspectives (Turner and Daily 2008). A existing TEV approach to valua-
tion could be improved in the context of CWR if potential use and resilience values are 
incorporated to a greater extent. It is important that risk analyses and precautionary ap-
proaches be applied in recognition of the unpredictably of agroecosystem dynamics and 
unknowns regarding critical thresholds. However in order to incorporate species’ intrin-
sic values into the framework alternative decision support tools are required, such as 
multi-criteria analysis (MCA). MCA has been developed to integrate different conceptu-
alizations of the value of biodiversity (Munda 2004; Pascual et al 2010; see section 2.2). 
While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to develop an alternative valuation framework, 
it acknowledged here that this work needs to be done in order to render the total value 
of CWR visible to policy makers.  
The increase in private sector involvement is impossible to ignore in the context of CWR 
conservation. The implications of their involvement have yet to unfold. It is hypothesized 
here that funding will reflect instrumental use values to an even greater extent than is 
the case with existing national government and international donor support. Intuitively, 
private breeding companies will support conservation for the genetic diversity of crops 
of high economic value with which they work (i.e. wheat, rice and maize). Within this di-
versity selected species with known or predicted tolerances and resistances based on 
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geographic indicators will be targeted. It is foreseeable that conservation priorities would 
be even more heavily weighted towards direct use value than is currently the case, 
while the lion’s share of CWR diversity will remain under threat. If this is an accurate 
prediction, conservation will not increase to any meaningful extent outside of specific 
cases of treasured species. Further research and more time are required to see how 
this dynamic will play out.
7.2 Closing the CWR conservation gap 
Correcting for the public goods market failure associated with CWR conservation, or 
closing the conservation gap, is particularly challenging given the unique characteristics 
of CWR. These include the lack of private benefits accrued by custodians from their 
conservation, challenges associated with their management within complex socio-eco-
logical systems, and the long-term time commitment required in order for benefits to be 
realized. 
There are no direct or potential use private values associated with CWR. Individuals 
and communities living among CWR generally do not use them directly. There of course 
may be exceptions to this rule in the case of species traditionally valued for their medic-
inal properties, for example. This is contrast to landrace varieties which are considered 
quasi-public goods, providing private benefits to farming communities (Wale 2011).
Both private and social benefit is derived from the resilience value provided by CWR. 
Everyone benefits from a global food system characterized by staple crops with wide 
genetic bases allowing them to adapt to stresses and fluctuations in the production sys-
tem. Custodians stand to benefit indirectly from outputs from public research centres in 
the form of new varieties with genetic contributions from wild species. However such 
benefit is too distanced conceptually to incite individual action, given the long time frame 
required of breeding and the inaccessibility of modern breeding techniques. New vari-
eties classified as global public goods may never directly benefit those who live where 
the contributing wild species were originally collected.
The conservation gap, or the difference between the private and public values attributed 
to biodiversity, results in a public goods market failure (Chapter II). Table 6 summarizes 
the lack of private benefits associated with CWR (column 4). The CWR conservation 
gap (difference between columns 3 and 4) is larger than that of landrace varieties (dif-
ference between columns 1 and 2). This means that additional resources are required in 
order to incite custodians to undertake conservation measures, and by extension, for a 
socially-optimum level of conservation to be reached as represented by the Aichi Biodi-
versity Targets of the CBD (http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/). 
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Table 6: Social and private benefit derived from landraces and CWR
CWR are found predominantly outside of protected areas such as national parks and 
wildlife reserves (Chapter III), where conservation is a lot more complex due to human 
involvement. They also have specific management requirements (see Hunter and Hey-
wood 2011 for comprehensive review). The continued flow of social benefits from CWR 
depends upon responsible stewardship on behalf of individuals and communities living 
in Vavilov centres of origin. Given the lack of private benefit derived from them, conser-
vation requires that custodians have incentives to undertake monitoring and protection 
efforts, in addition to the capacity to actively manage CWR populations (Drucker, Inter-
view). 
Policy options available for incentivizing conservation by linking it to livelihood improve-
ment opportunities are limited because of the lack private ownership and benefit asso-
ciated with them. Opportunities for mutually-reinforcing gains to be achieved through 
integrated conservation and development projects are very limited in the case of CWR. 
The ‘Biohappiness Societies’ described by Swaminathan (2011) are based on raising 
the private values associated with agrobiodiversity conservation. ‘Biovillages’ cannot be 
operationalized in the context of CWR because farming communities’ production is not 
based on this type of natural resource. ‘Biovalleys’ likewise cannot be in the absence of 
opportunities to add value to under-valued species through green consumerism or la-
belling initiatives, for example. The strategy is predicated on the buying and selling of 
goods and services. 
Types of value
(1)
Social value 
Landraces
(2)
Private value 
Landraces
(3)
Social value 
CWR
(4)
Private value
CWR
Instrumental, 
tangible val-
ues
Direct use ❌
Indirect use ? ?
Potential use ❌
Instrumental, 
less tangible 
value
Resilience 
Non-instru-
mental, in-
tangible val-
ues
Bequest ❌ ❌
Existence ❌ ❌
Intrinsic !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!  
(far removed)!
!
!
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While flagship or iconic species have the potential to attract ecotourism (Hein et al 
2013), CWR also have no associated recreational value that could bring benefit to 
communities. Agro-ecotourism projects which host immense agrobiodiversity and dis-
play principals of agroecology to visitors represent a commercial opportunity not avail-
able to wild species, which do not play a direct role in small-scale agriculture. 
Where increasing the private value of agrobiodiversity is not possible additional incen-
tives are required in order to close the conservation funding gap. Contingent valuation 
studies have been conducted for landrace varieties. Supplementary incentives required 
for CWR are likely to be more considering that landraces supply some private benefits. 
Bioversity International’s initiative to increase private benefits of CWR conservation by 
providing compensation to farmers will provide a future case study. The funding mecha-
nism has yet to be developed. This project is also dwarfed by efforts to further increase 
the usability of CWR in crop improvement programs.
From a social-equity perspective the success of incentive mechanisms for biodiversity 
conservation is predicated on communities having secured land rights and effective and 
inclusive decision-making processes. Questions regarding who is included and who is 
excluded, who benefits and who does not will need to be tackled. From an ecological 
standpoint effective monitoring must be in place to ensure desired conservation out-
comes are being achieved, and conservation is a long-term endeavour. The possibility 
of ‘crowding out’ those who would otherwise have undertaken conservation in absence 
of reward is a possibility (Drucker Interview). This seems less likely to be the case with 
CWR than with landrace varieties however, as custodians do not usually have incen-
tives to undertake any degree of CWR conservation. 
There is also the challenge of establishing a funding mechanism in perpetuity. In the 
context of carbon markets there are companies which are willing to pay to offset their 
carbon emissions, but identifying who the equivalent downstream users are of agrobio-
diversity is more of a challenge (Drucker, Interview). The longterm funding requirements 
of in situ conservation can account for some of the lethargy on behalf of the in-
ternational donor community. Donors such as the Global Environmental Facility that 
were involved in the establishment of CWR gene reserves a decade ago (Chapter III) 
are not in a position to provide long-term support beyond short-term project funding. 
They need to actively seek out conservation partners with the mandate and capacity to 
plan and coordinate CWR in situ conservation activities, which has proved to be a sig-
nificant challenge (Hunter and Heywood 2011).
Lastly, the long-term commitment required of conservation makes investment guided by 
cost-benefit analysis difficult to justify. This challenge is acknowledged in the literature 
on CWR conservation, and in agrobiodiversity conservation more generally (Iriondo 
2008; Maxted and Kell 2009; Hunter and Heywood 2011). The discount rate of future 
benefits needs to be very small, approaching zero, in order for long-term programs to be 
initiated. Given the trend in international donor funding towards supporting short-term 
projects and pressure for project administrators to practice results-based management 
(Stem et al 2005), long-term funding is not easy to secure. For each of the reasons dis-
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cussed in this section, donor interest has been concentrated in supporting ex situ con-
servation efforts in lieu of contributing towards the establishment of CWR gene re-
serves.
7.3 Contrasting approaches to achieving global food security 
Reflecting upon the two contrasting paradigms introduced in Chapter I sheds some light 
on the root of the problem as it is framed within this thesis: the under provision of CWR 
conservation in situ. Both scientific and agroecological paradigms are concerned with 
the sustainability of the global food system in the context of climate change. While 
agrobiodiversity is the linchpin of both strategies, the fundamental difference between 
them lies in the type of conservation pursued.
The scientific paradigm has a more narrow focus on achieving food security through the 
development and dissemination of modern varieties. This has clearly had a strong influ-
ence on the dominant conservation strategy. Put differently, the dominant conservation 
strategy is a manifestation of the productionist paradigm in practice. Extracting species 
from their natural habitats and storing them in gene banks for the ends of developing 
new varieties fits well within this ideological camp. Tangible, immediate and direct bene-
fits are pursued before less tangible, long-term and abstract benefits to be potentially 
accrued in the future. The result is a conservation system designed to support the de-
velopment of modern varieties that are adapted to predicted climate change scenarios. 
The agroecological paradigm approaches food security from a complex systems per-
spective, recognizing the complex interactions among social, ecological, political and 
economic dimensions of the global food system. A more landscape-based approach, or 
in situ conservation, falls in line with this paradigm. Agroecologists have biocentric per-
spectives of nature (Pasual et al 2010), recognizing species’ intrinsic values as well as 
their role in securing the adaptive capacity of agroecosystems. This is opposed to an-
thropocentric perspectives which focus on instrumental values (ibid) and conceptualize 
nature as a series of assets for achieving human goals (Barbier et al 2009). The estab-
lishment of dynamic gene reserves wherein custodians actively manage and monitor 
CWR populations, as well as landrace varieties and traditional farming systems them-
selves, would be the manifestation of this paradigm in practice. 
Policies that encourage the conservation of agrobiodiversity more broadly defined and 
support small-scale farming systems, as opposed to industrial farming systems charac-
terized by the large-scale production of monocultures, are part of an agroecological ap-
proach to pursuing global food security. 
The full breadth of agrobiodiversity, including CWR, is valued by agroecologists. But pe-
riodically throughout this research an interesting question resurfaced: why are CWR 
getting so much more international attention than landrace varieties?
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Figure 4 - Agrobiodiversity pyramid (revisited)
Figure 4 again pictures the agrobiodiversity pyramid. The genetic bases of landraces 
are on the whole wider than those of modern varieties but narrower that what is found in 
the wild. While there may be more diversity found in the wild, there is still an enormous 
amount of diversity within landrace gene pools (Maxted, Interview). It may be more logi-
cal to focus on landraces rather than CWR for combating food security. Landraces are 
categorically easier to breed with as they are closer in relation to modern crop varieties 
and have fewer biological barriers to crossing. From thousands of years of experience 
custodians have vast amount of characterization and evaluation data for varieties 
(Drucker, Interview), which has been a significant constraint to the use of CWR. Using 
CWR necessitates the use of advanced technologies and long-term funding - character-
istics that only a very few large-scale crop improvement programs share - while the 
benefits of landraces are accessible to people around the world.
With the exception of a few species it can be a disadvantage for farmers to use CWR 
whereas landraces are used directly (Maxted, Interview). By extension the cost of con-
serving landraces would be less than CWR. Landraces have private use values which 
give custodians incentive to internalize the costs of their conservation. While studies 
have highlighted that compensation payments may be required to negate the opportuni-
ty cost of not switching to high-yielding varieties, these payments would intuitively be 
lesser than those required to adequately incentivize CWR in situ conservation.
In light of this perspective, the donor trend in funding CWR projects over landrace con-
servation seems counter-intuitive. Although landrace varieties have been collected since 
the 1910s and 1920s when Vavilov first put forward the concept that crop diversity is 
concentrated within centres of origin, collections have not been systematic. There is not 
a single country with an inventory of landrace varieties, while there has been an in-
ternational push to do CWR inventories using an IUCN Red Listing approach (Maxted; 
Hole, Interviews). Landrace diversity refers to intra-specific diversity where taxonomies 
are not defined. Nigel Maxted draws a parallel to the hypothetical challenge of setting 
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modern  
crops 
landraces 
crop wild relatives
out to conserve bears without a list of types of bears wished to be conserved (ibid). In 
comparison CWR are appealing for being amenable to taxonomical categorization. 
Conserving landrace diversity does not fit within the dominant conservation strategy. 
Moreover, landrace diversity is not valourized to the same extent as wild genetic diversi-
ty for crop improvement. Breeding modern varieties using CWR is a strategy rooted in 
optimism that technological advancement will continue to facilitate crop improvement, 
keeping pace with climate change. The conservation of landrace diversity has gotten 
by-passed within this paradigm that valourizes the development of modern varieties us-
ing advanced science. In contrast, landrace varieties and traditional modes of innova-
tion are devalourized. They are viewed as things to be replaced as modern agricultural 
systems undergo process of ‘sustainable intensification’ (Garnett et al 2013). 
Upon reflection it becomes clear that landrace varieties should be valued for their con-
tributions to food security - for both their use in breeding and the material and cultural 
benefits they provide directly to farmers and communities - to at least the same extent 
as CWR. Conservation efforts should encompass the full breadth of agrobiodiversity, 
guided by policies informed by principles of agroecology and alternative valuation tools 
for integrating different perspectives of the value of agrobiodiversity. 
7.4 Opportunities for course correction
Interest in CWR is still relatively new and the cast of characters involved in their use and 
conservation is still growing. There are not enough data points here to identify trends in 
conservation beyond that more players are becoming interested in CWR, nor is there 
sufficient evidence to say that more money is going towards ex situ rather than in situ 
conservation, however disparate efforts appear. This research has shown that the role 
of CWR in crop improvement will continue to increase in the coming years as climate 
change and scientific advancements encourage breeders to look outside of primary 
crop gene pools. The imperative to protect CWR is ever increasing regardless of the 
paradigm one prescribes to. 
The most important take-away from this chapter is that what conservation will look like 
will depend a great deal on how species are valued. Given the high stakes of maintain-
ing the adaptive capacity of agricultural crops, this deserves a great deal of reflection.
It is useful to look at trajectory of conservation investment at this very early stage so that 
course corrections can be made where required. The proverb introducing this is chapter 
relevant here. Conservation planning in the coming years will likely be informed by eco-
nomic valuations, given the strength and momentum of the discourse echoed in policy 
documents such as the TEEB. “The only way that governments and businesses are re-
ally going to start caring about the national global commons is if someone does put a 
dollar value on it, for all the limitations that dollar values have” (Hole, Interview). This 
view is shared among all the CWR conservationists interviewed. If valuation efforts mov-
ing forward take into account the total economic value of CWR, and the establishment 
of a global network of in situ conservation areas is justified based on this economic 
analysis, then socially-optimum levels of conservation may be achieved, or at least 
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worked towards. However as long as valuation efforts focus on the instrumental values 
of CWR then only a select sub-set of prioritized diversity will be conserved in gene 
banks. The result will be a loss of adaptive capacity for agricultural crops along with the 
erosion of the breadth CWR genetic diversity. 
The conclusion drawn from this analysis is that the establishment of a global network of 
in situ conservation areas, as originally advocated for by Maxted and Kell (2009), is es-
sential for achieving global food security.
Donor organizations are well placed to fund capacity building for monitoring CWR popu-
lations and to spread bioliteracy (Swaminathan 2011) among individuals and communi-
ties living in areas where CWR are concentrated. But this funding is invariably short-
term. For longer term conservation an endowment fund comparable to that of the Trust’s 
which funds the CGIAR gene banks would need to be established. This fund could ei-
ther be managed by an independent body or as an extension of an existing conserva-
tion body.
There exists a great deal of potential to have private breeding companies contribute to 
such an endowment. Their involvement in CWR conservation would thereby have posi-
tive implications beyond the conservation of relatively few treasured species. The poten-
tial for more funds to emerge out of the Multilateral System under the ITPGRFA in the 
future is highlighted by Moeller and Stannard (2013). This may also be an appropriate 
avenue to explore for the creation of an endowment fund. Valuation studies which take 
into account the wealth of ongoing work with CWR and communicate their total eco-
nomic value will be useful for justifying the scale of conservation investment required. 
Areas for gene reserves may be selected according to the priority areas identified as 
CWR ‘hotspots’ by Maxted and Kell (2009), the areas of of biocultural significance high-
lighted by the Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems Programme under the 
FAO (Howard et al 2008), in areas where threats are most acute due to anthropomor-
phic impacts and climate change, and where partnerships with local community organi-
zations or institutions can be established. Incentive mechanisms will likely play a key 
role in conservation in situ in order to internalize opportunity costs associated with con-
servation among custodians, and so that conservation and livelihood improvement 
goals can be worked towards simultaneously. It is of the utmost importance that com-
munities in centres of diversity are recognized for their role as custodians with rights af-
firmed in accordance with the provisions laid out in the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol. 
This proposal can be boiled down into a suite of six recommendations; the first four of 
which are focused on CWR conservation, the latter two on agrobiodiversity conservation  
more broadly defined, guided by principles of agroecology:
I. Increased conservation funding dedicated towards raising bioliteracy and capacity to 
monitor and manage CWR populations among communities.
II. Establishment of an endowment fund for in situ conservation, in perpetuity.
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III. Selection of gene reserves based on CWR ‘hotspot’ areas, other ares of biocultural 
significance, areas where threats are most pervasive and where partnerships with 
local organizations can be made. 
IV. Development of incentive mechanisms in collaboration with local partners which are 
contextually appropriate and mindful of social equity and ecological outcomes. 
V. Development of alternative valuation tools which integrate different perspectives on 
the value of agrobiodiversity, incorporate risk analyses and undertake precautionary 
approaches. 
VI. Pursuit of a broader policy portfolio, based on principles of agroecology, which en-
courages the conservation of agrobiodiversity and support small-scale farming sys-
tems. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the potential for an in situ endowment 
fund in any greater depth, or even attempt to identify the types of policy alternatives 
which may support small-scale farming systems and the agrobiodiversity conservation 
which is inherent to them (Wale 2011). It is instead only emphasized yet again how im-
portant it is that a balanced conservation strategy be pursued, and the imperative to 
move towards the realization of a global network for in situ conservation of CWR.
Many areas of further research have been identified in this thesis. Those most relevant 
to the realization of in situ conservation include:
I. Refine the sites identified as CWR ‘hotspots’ within Vavilov centres of diversity as 
identified by Maxted and Kell (2009) (Maxted, Interview).
II. Conduct further studies on the predicted impacts of climate change of CWR popula-
tions in order to inform the selection of gene reserves in light of species’ changing 
climatic envelopes.
III. Determine how incentive mechanisms may best be employed among communities 
with customary laws pertaining to collective ownership over plant genetic resources.
IV. Monitor how the evolving landscape of actors involved in CWR conservation and 
use affects investment, particularly with respect to private sector involvement and 
the role of public-private partnerships.
V. Conduct valuation studies that more accurately reflect potential use, resilience and 
intrinsic values of CWR in order to effectively communicate the importance of estab-
lishing gene reserves with policy makers. 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Chapter VIII - Conclusions 
CWR represent an immense wealth of genetic material for improving modern crop vari-
eties. Sustaining the production of the world’s most socio-economically important staple 
crops requires having this pool to draw from. This is will continue to be the case as the 
genetic bases of crops become increasingly narrow on account of the continuing 
process of domestication and genetic refinement, and as climate change pushes crop 
breeders to find more extreme resistances and tolerances from more distantly related 
species. 
This research has shown that CWR are being used more today than ever before across 
the nineteen crops surveyed. A qualitative analysis of the current use of CWR reveals a 
positive trend in overall use, as well as a greater emphasis on their role in developing 
modern crop varieties adapted to predicted climate change scenarios. These trends will 
likely continue if not intensify in light of new tools and methods emerging from the bur-
geoning field of genomics and more extreme environmental pressures threatening the 
viability of crop production systems. All evidence suggests that crop scientists and pre-
breeders will be exploring wild gene pools for traits of interest increasingly in the coming 
decades.
An unforeseen and important finding of this study is that the vast majority of ongoing 
work upstream with wild species has yet to be realised downstream in the form of new 
varieties. By extension, efforts to quantify use of CWR based on cultivars released un-
derestimate their current role in agricultural research and development. The It takes 
time for pre-breeders to evaluate wild accessions for traits of interest and develop lines 
useful to breeders. Ongoing research into the biology of wild species, the genetic base 
of complex traits associated with adapting agriculture to climate change, and relation-
ships between genes, traits and the environment that will facilitate future use of CWR is 
less visible to policy makers. Valuation efforts undertaken to date underestimate poten-
tial use values of CWR by focusing exclusively on the economic contributions of certain 
key species. As these benefits are realized more and more, interest in CWR conserva-
tion is likely to keep pace. 
This study has also highlighted the benefits that CWR provide to society which are not 
currently reflected in CWR conservation planning and investment. Only direct use, and 
to a lesser extent potential use values have been ‘counted’ in valuation exercises to 
date. Resilience and intrinsic values are ignored. The TEV valuation approach to con-
ceptualizing the value of CWR is useful for identifying the range of benefits provided by 
CWR and conceptualizing why a socially-optimum level of conservation may not been 
reached by focused exclusively on direct use for breeding. However economic valuation 
approaches to conservation have their pitfalls - they risk reducing nature to the sum of 
quantifiable, exchangeable parts without regards to social, ecological or ethical dimen-
sions. Alternative decision support tools need to be applied to the case of CWR where 
multiple perspectives are integrated and risk analyses and critical thresholds are taken 
into account. A precautionary approach to conservation and policies which recognize 
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the importance of agrobiodiversity and actively support small-scale farming systems will 
stem from the use of such a tool. 
Until today, however, policies relating to the conservation of CWR and agrobiodiversity 
more broadly have been informed by valuation exercises and a collection of studies pri-
oritizing species based on a set of criteria focused almost exclusively on direct use val-
ue. The influx in CWR conservation investment that has begun to materialize is dispro-
portionately geared towards increasing the representation of wild species in gene bank 
collections that have high predicted economic value, as measured by their use in crop 
improvement, and develop tools and capacities to use them. This forms the dominant 
conservation paradigm: the protection of a small sub-set of economically important 
species where scientists and pre-breeders have access it, and honing of a very sophis-
ticated variety development chain. 
The dominant conservation paradigm can be understood as an extension, or manifesta-
tion, of the scientific paradigm for achieving sustained food productive capacity world-
wide. An unwavering faith is put upon the scientific development of new varieties that 
are adapted to changing environmental conditions and less resource intensive than the 
modern varieties of past generations. A degree of confidence may not altogether be 
misplaced, as advancements in genomics approaches to breeding, for example, are in 
fact facilitating the use of CWR.
But while this investment sparks a positive feedback between conservation and in-
creased use, this will be limited by the extend to which diversity is available. The para-
dox alluded to by experts within each of the crop communities surveyed is that genetic 
erosion and habitat destruction due to a variety of environmental and anthropogenic 
forces is continuing alongside of well-intentioned conservation investment. Given uncer-
tainties relating to which traits will be required, where sources of resistances / toler-
ances will come from and how technological advancements may facilitate use, conserv-
ing the breadth of diversity within its natural environments is the most fail-safe strategy 
for securing the productive capacity of crops.
An analysis of the implications of this dominant strategy unearths the dangers of putting 
all of our proverbial eggs in one basket. The development of modern varieties con-
tributes to the displacement of the rich genetic diversity found within agroecosystems, 
as well as traditional farming systems themselves. Diverse farming systems go hand-in-
hand with agrobiodiversity conservation. The maintenance of the existing stock of ge-
netic diversity, its continued flow, and traditional farming systems themselves is essen-
tial to the resilience of the global food system. Perspectives from agroecology will be 
useful in designing and implementing more landscape-based conservation and devel-
opment strategies. Conservation measures that have ecological and social-equity con-
siderations at their heart have the potential to achieve both conservation and livelihood 
improvement goals. It is recognized, however, that the challenges associated with man-
aging CWR populations in situ and inciting responsible stewardship among custodians 
in centres of origin are immense. Much more policy discussion and debate, further re-
search and resources are required to close the conservation gap.
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Perhaps there is some room for convergence between the two paradigms. An integrated 
approach may take advantage of scientific advancements in crop improvement while 
recognizing the immense value of landrace diversity, small-scale farming systems and in 
situ agrobiodiversity conservation. Understanding gene-trait relationships and being 
able to accurately predict which species may be of particular value within particular en-
vironmental conditions under predicted climate change scenarios may be of immense 
value to small-scale farmers. At the same time, landrace varieties and associated tradi-
tional knowledge may be of greater value for formal crop breeding crop than is currently 
recognized. 
The key message echoed throughout this thesis is that, while beneficial, preserving 
species for the ends of developing new crop varieties must not eclipse a broader appre-
ciation for species’ roles within complex agroecosystems. CWR conservation has now 
entered into mainstream policy discussions. At this critical point, it is important for the 
international community to engage in a broader conversation regarding the value of 
agrobiodiversity and its role in securing the global food supply. Reflecting upon the dy-
namic relationship between valuation and conservation is helpful for understanding why 
agrobiodiversity loss continues despite increased international attention. Those inform-
ing policy and those from within the international donor community need to step back 
and reflect upon how future adaptive capacity of agroecosystems is being traded off for 
variety development today. In an era where there is so much urgency to foster adaptive 
capacity within socio-ecological systems the imperative to mindfully manage agrobiodi-
versity is clear.
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Appendix I
Table 8 - Skype interviews
Name Affiliation Crop Expert capacity Expert ca-
pacityAgrawal, Shiv Kumar ICARDA Lentil Breeder Mar 7
Amri, Ahmed ICARDA Wheat, barley Gene bank manager Feb 27
Bonierbale, Meredith CIP Potato Breeder Mar 14
Braun, Hans-Joachim CIMMYT Wheat Breeder Feb 13
Dempewolf, Hannes GCDT Conservation Mar 12
Deshpande, Santosh ICRISAT Genomics Mar 10
Diederichsen, Axel AAFC Oat Gene bank manager Mar 20
Drucker, Adam Bioversity Int'l Conservation Apr 9
Dulloo, Eshan Bioversity Int'l Conservation Mar 27
Eastwood, Ruth KEW Conservation Apr 28
Fatokun, Christian IITA Cowpea Breeder Mar 12
de Haan, Stef CIP Potato Breeder Mar 14
Hamwieh, Aladdin ICARDA Chickpea Breeder Mar 13
Hanson, Peter AVRDC Tomato Breeder Feb 20
Hearne, Sarah CIMMYT Maize Mar 6
Hershey, Clair CIAT Cassava Breeder Mar 14
Hole, David Conservation In-
ternational
Conservation Apr 24
Jackson, Scott University of Georgia Soybean Breeder Mar 26
Jena, Kshirod IRRI Rice Breeder Mar 27
Khoury, Colin CIAT Conservation Feb 21
Lopez-Montes, Antonio IITA Yam Breeder Mar 5
Maalouf, Fouad ICARDA Bean Breeder Mar 13
Maxted, Nigel University of Birm-
ingham
Conservation Apr 1
Mohamed Hassan, 
Abdalla
ICRISAT Sorghum Breeder Apr 12
Ojulong, Henry ICRISAT Finger millet Breeder Mar 20
Sackville Hamilton, 
Ruaraidh
IRRI Rice Gene bank manager Jun 27
Steffenson, Brian University of Min-
nesota
Barley Breeder Apr 14
Swennen, Rony IITA Banana Breeder Feb 25
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Table 9 - Email correspondences 
Tyack, Nik Pier researcher Conservation Mar 19
Weltzien-Rattunde, 
Eva
ICRISAT Sorghum Breeder Mar 12
Yencho, Craig North Carolina State 
University
Sweet potato Breeder Mar 26
Table 8 - Skype interviews
Name Affiliation Crop Expert capacity Expert ca-
pacity
Name Affiliation Crop Expert capacity Date (2014)
Agrama, Hesham IITA Soybean Breeder Mar 3
Banziger, Marianne CIMMYT Maize Breeder Feb 17
Hash, Tom CIMMYT Pearl millet Breeder Feb 27
Raatz, Bodo CIAT Bean Breeder Feb 17
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Appendix II 
I - General information
1. What is your current job title?
2. What is the focus on your current research? 
3. Is breeding with crop wild relatives a significant part of your current research?  
II - Quantitative data collection (CGIAR gene bank managers and breeders)
1. How many cultivars bred using wild species have been released from your centre 
since 2007?
• Is this information well documented?
• Is there a dataset of these varieties available?
• Are there significant challenges in determining the genetic history of cultivars re-
leased, or other challenges that would limit quantitative data collection?
2. How many cultivars bred using wild species are currently in the pipeline?
• How far along in the development process are these varieties, i.e., how close are 
they to being publicly released?
3. How many of these cultivars (both released and close to being released) have im-
proved abiotic stress tolerances relevant to climate change introgressed from wild 
species, such as resistance to drought, soil salinity and extreme temperature varia-
tion?
4. How many of these cultivars (both released and close to being released) have other 
trait improvements introgressed from wild species, such as pest and disease resis-
tance, other yield characteristics and other quality characteristics? 
III - Qualitative data collection (CGIAR gene bank managers and breeders)
1. In your professional opinion, are crop wild relatives being used significantly more in 
breeding programs now than they were 5, 10, 20 years ago? 
• Is there a distinct trend in the use of wild species? 
2. If there is an upward trend in the use, how has this been achieved?
• Recent scientific advancements in the field of molecular biology?
• Improved access to pre-breeding materials among public breeding centres?
• Increased numbers of wild species accessions held in genebank facilities?
• Increased funding for breeding with wild species for developing ‘climate ready’ 
crops?
• Other important factors?
3. If there is no discernible trend in the use of wild species, why has more success not 
yet been achieved? 
• What are the prevailing constraints to using wild germplasm in crop improvement 
programs? 
4. In your professional opinion, has there been a notable change in the types of traits 
borrowed from crop wild relatives, i.e. the numbers of cultivars released with im-
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proved yield, improved quality characteristics, environmental stress tolerance, pest 
and disease resistance and other traits borrowed from wild species? 
• Has the greater push to develop ‘climate ready’ crops resulted in the release of 
more cultivars with improved tolerance to drought conditions, soil salinity or ex-
treme temperature variation?
IV - Implications for conservation (Conservationists)
1. Are CWR are being used more in breeding programs (trends), and why (scientific ad-
vancements; improved accessibility to pre-breeding materials, increased number of 
wild accessions held in genebanks, increased funding for breeding with wild species, 
etc.)?
2. The impact of the climate change mitigation discourse employed by conservationists 
to justify wild species conservation; 
3. Potential implications of increased use in wild species status in conservation planning 
and increased investment in genetic diversity conservation (in situ and ex situ);
4. Potential for wild species’ inclusion in market-based mechanisms for biodiversity con-
servation;
5. Potential positive implications of the value of wild species being more widely recog-
nised (ex. increased conservation investment internationally);
6. Potential negative implications of the value of wild species being more widely recog-
nised (social and ecological concerns relating to payment for ecosystem services 
schemes such as REDD/REDD+, indigenous rights to plant genetic resources, 
threats to biocultural heritage, etc.) Language used tailored to specific expertise of 
contact; 
7. Any knowledge of pilot projects, past or present, providing economic incentives to 
landowners within agricultural biodiversity hotspots / centres of origin, i.e. areas with 
the highest concentrations of crop wild relative diversity. 
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